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PEACE BETWEEN RACES
Peace between races is hoped for this week by
Columnist Tom Anderson on Page 2._ His column,
Talk of the Town, is a thought provoking essay on
the South's greatest problem today, one which
threatens the entire country. It's a column no one,
pro or con, should pass up this week.
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Master Campus Plan Shows Possible Location Of Buildings

Also Asks Conversion Of Store Rooms To Lounges

Executive Committee Recommends
Change in Supper Hour To 6 P. M.
Student Body, Changes In Various Fees Announced
Assembly
By Director Of Auxiliary Enterprises
Must Confirm

gency purposes and to provide new social and
recreational facilities.

By JIM TOBIAS

By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor

The master plan for Clemson, a possible campus of the future,
now shows the tentative location of buildings, though it is possible the plan may be completely redone since two changes in
architecture on the Structural Science Building and Earle Chemical Engineering Building have already modified the plans.
Prominent features of the above plan include a hospital near
Cemetery Hill beside the new Earle Hall, new dormitories on
the practice football field behind the present old barracks, a

new physics building behind the present library and beside
Long Hall, a new library near the present site of the motor
pool, classroom building behind Long Hall and girls' dorms
and a girls' dining room to the left of Long Hall where McGinty
House and the old president's home now stands. It must be
stressed that the plan was created for a military college and is
more than likely subject to change at any time. (Tiger photo
by Alex McCormack.)

Present Building Program For
Schooi Is Part Of Master Plan

By JIM TOBIAS
Tiger Staff Writer
Ciemson's present program of
building, which is rapidly developing, is controlled by a master plan.
The plan incorporates both present and future buildings in its
design.
Design and landscaping for
the plan was done by Perry,
Shaw and Hepburn, Kehoe and
Dean of Boston, Massachusetts.
The plan was drawn in 1952 and
is only a tentative design for future building. It is subject to
complete revision.
At the time when the plan was
designed, Clemson was under the
military system. With this in mind,
the architects designed the plan

similar to a large armory. The design has been modified slightly
since the military system was
abolished.
Is Designed Around Amphitheater
The master plan was designed
around the amphitheater.
The
amphitheater is to serve as the future hub or center of all buildings
at Clemson.
When the plan was drawn, it
was estimated to be 40 years in
advance of Ciemson's needs.

new student dormitories, the Dr. A hospital is located for construcR. F. Poole Memorial Agricultural tion in the vicinity of Cemetery
Center and Olin Hall, have been Hill, according to the plan.
built since the design of the masDormitories, other than the
ter plan. Earle Hall, the new extension of the present dormichemical engineering building now tory facilities, will be constructed
under construction, was proposed on the football practice fields befor construction after 1959, accord- hind the present old barracks.
ing to the plan.
A combination auditorium and
coliseum is also included in the
Women's Dorm Considered
plan. It is to be located in the
Women's dormitories, a question vacant area behind the laundry
which has been in the news lately, and the tennis courts. The date
The new Structural Science have also been considered in the for construction of these buildings
building was designated for con- master plan. The plan proposes is not yet known.
All utilities, such as electricity
struction in 1959. But in order the building of nine of these dorto meet Ciemson's growing need mitories. The master plan sets and water, have been located in accordance with the plan. This was
for new facilities it was started no date for this construction.
A new library will be constructed done in order not to incur any
in 1958.
south of the amphitheater, near extra cost when future facilities
Other buildings, such as the the present site of the motor pool. are built.

First Of Three Spring Dances

Visits Campus

Mid-Winter's Weekend Scheduled
For Appearance In Two Weeks
The Mid-Winter's dance week
end which will feature Lionel
■ Hampton and his orchestra is but
two weeks away. This appearance
marks Hampton's second in the
last three years.
The dance is the first of three
spring semester dances tentatively
planned by CDA. The Friday formal is scheduled for 9 p.m. until 1
a.m., and the Saturday informal
is planned for 8 p.m. until midnight.

>

Lionel is a composer of tunes
as well as an instrumentalist. His
works include "Jack the Bellboy," "Bompin'," "Give Me
Some Skin," "Number 51."
"Anything," "Standing Room
Only," "Hollywood Shuffle,"
"Mushmouth," "Boogie-Woogie Jones."
Recording's with Benny Goodman which have gained merit or
large record sales are "My Last
Affair," "Moonglow," "Dinah,"
"Exactly Like You" and "Vibraharp Blues."
The band itself totals 17 pieces
and its brass section tends to show
up in many of the instrumentals.
The main rhythm of the orchestra
is due to drums, piano, bass and
guitar, the latter two of which are
electrified.
Plays Almost Any Style
Hampton's orchestra is composed of five trumpets, four trombones, five saxaphones, a guitar,
a piano and featuring Lionel on
the drums and vibes. The band
plays almost any style of music.
The band has traveled over the
world in many tours which include
most of Europe, North Africa, Middle East and Australia.
Hampton even received a "goodwill" note from Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles in 1956. The
message came just as the orchestra
was leaving for London for a series of concerts.
It conveyed Mr. Dulles' best

wishes for success and expressed
a desire for a better relationship with the eastern world
through the concerts.
Those students who missed the

jazz concert before will also get
another chance to see Hampton
play in a special concert to be held
Saturday afternoon at a place yet
to be determined.

By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor
Senior Day has been tentatively scheduled for Apr.
28-29 according to Senior Class President Jim Smith. The
annual affair will as usual run from noon to noon on the
two days. It was also stated that all class cuts will be
excused.

Friday The 13th
Comes Through
In True Style
We figured!
It never fails on Friday the
13th. Something has to go
wrong, and The Tiger had everybody's bad luck, it seems, last
Friday.
Normally, we assume superstitions are falacies to be scorned
and laughed at by Intelligent, or
at least a reasonable facsimile
thereof, people.
People who believe in superstitions are unintelligent or uninformed, we normally agree.
Henceforth, after 34 errorsmade by both staff and printer—
on front page alone last Friday,
we have resigned ourselves to
becoming unintelligent.
March 13, a Friday also, is a
day of fear.

Bob Erwin; barbeque, Bill Weeks;
publicity, Ronnie Ellis; registration, Alfred Bechtler; girls, Tom
Anderson; technical, Bill McElrath and coordination, Larry
Gantt.
Plans Not Completed
Jim said, "All seniors can expect to have a wonderful day of
fun and frolic. Plans are not complete as of yet, but among the
events of the day will be various
games, a barbeque, a dance and
work on the sidewalk plus another
project which will be disclosed at
a later date.
"We expect everyone to enjoy
themselves, but they must abide
by the resolutions which will be
distributed prior to that grand
and glorious day."
It has been announced by the
registrar's office that all Aug.
19, '59, and Jan., 19, '60, graduates will also take part in the
Senior Day activities.
It was emphasized that it will
be necessary for all these individuals concerned to come by the
registrars office to order diplomas
and also covers if they so desire.
This has to be done in order to get
a list of those who will partake of
the Senior Day activities.

Several Factors Favor
Executive Committee felt there
were several factors which favored
the changing of the supper hour.
Among these were:
1. The possibility of holding only
one drill period a week. This would
be an extended session lasting
one and a half hours.
2. The later hour will give students who have labs more time for
activities such as Softball, tennis,
etc. Also it will allow students
who play golf time to get back for
supper.
3. The later hour will also provide
time for club meetings in the afternoon.
Fox stated that the administration sees no problems that the
change in time will cause.
The recommendation of the
committee will now go before
Student Assembly for action. Fox
reported that if the recommendation is passed by the assembly
it will be voted on by the student body Mar. 1.
He further stated that the vote
will be a simple majority of those
voting. Only students living in
the dorms are eligible to vote.

Room Deposit Increased
The total room fee will not be changed next
semester, but room deposits will increase from
$15 to $43. This payment must be made prior
to July 1. If payment is not made by July 1,
assignment will be made on a first-come, firstserved basis.
.
Mr. Hill said that the reason for this increase
in dining hall fees is- because of the rise in the
cost of operating such a large facility. The
laundry, which is non-profit, college-owned facility, was in need of an increase in its fees.
The laundry has been operating at a loss for the
past few years.

The change in room deposit will effect
all students. Students who are enrolled in
the spring semester will receive a priority
assignment provided a room request is filed
and the payment of $43 made prior to June 1.
This deposit will be credited as one-half
semester's room fee when the student has enrolled. New students and former students not
currently enrolled will be sent necessary room
application forms with the notification of
acceptance.
Students who have made an advance payment and later decide to enroll or to live in the
dormitory may obtain a refund of the payment,
provided notification of intent is received in the
dormitory office prior to Sept. 1 for the fall
semester and Feb. 1 for the spring semester.
When such notification is not received and
the student fails to occupy the assigned room for
the full semester, he is obligated for the half
temester rent and no refund will be made.
Refund To Be Made
The original $15 dormitory deposit that presently enrolled students have made will be refunded at the end of this semester. Plans as to
how this refund will be made have not been
completed and will be announced at a later date.
This year the college accepted applications from approximately 2,800 dormitory
students. There are only 2,630 beds available and the college was forced to turn down
many applicants. After registration there
were 29 beds available because not all of the
applicants for admission actually enrolled.

Distribution Of Activities Fee
The activities fee is being increased in order
to further the social and recreational facilities
on campus. The distribution of the present activities fee is as follows: Taps, $3; YMCA, $3.50;
concert, $3; athletics, $6.50; Tiger, $1.60; and
student organizations, $.60.
Student Organizations share is divided
among the Band, Pershing Rifles, Senior Platoon
and Glee Club. Part of the increase will be
shared by those clubs or organizations that need
it most. Another part will be set aside for emer-

The room deposit is being increased in order
to insure that those accepted will think twice
before forfeiting their deposit, according to Mr.
Hill. The administration feels that this will eliminate the need of having to turn down desirable students who wish to enroll.

High School Visitation Day Set For
Mar. 21; 500 Expected To Attend

ing in the Chemistry Auditorium.
By LEE CLYBURN
President R. C. Edwards will make
Tiger Assistant News Editor
the welcoming address to the
High School Visitation Day has
group.
been named for Mar. 21 according
Will Tour Schools
to Walter Cox, dean of Student
During the morning the visitors
Affairs. Dean Cox stated that at will tour the various schools of
least 500 prospective students were their choices. Tours will be set
expected to enter in tours of the up to include general information
Students Will Not Vote
various schools on campus.
in different fields of study and alA tentative program for the day so in some cases, demonstrations.
The second recommendation of
The group will eat lunch in the
the committee, that concerning includes registration at 9 a.m.
the converting of a storage room in which will be followed by a meet- college dining hall and will be the
each hall into a lounge will also
go before the student assembly for
approval but will not be voted on
by the student body.
According to Fox, the recommendation states that the administration appoint a committee from
the college staff to study the cost
By NANCY EDWARDS
of equiping, ventilating, and inTiger Staff Writer
stalling electrical outlets in the
There
are
3,572
students now enrolled at Clemson Col
rooms.

Student Enrollment Numbers
3,572 According To Vickery

Senior Day Tentatively
Scheduled April 28-29

Jim also announced the selection of 11 seniors to head the committees that are responsible for
the planning of the day. These
chairmen and their committees
are project, Slate Dennis and Joe
Walkup; prizes, J. C. Edwards.
Also, games, Jerry Gray; dance,

Executive Committee of Student
Government passed two recommendations in a called meeting
Wednesday night. The recommendations concerned the changing of the supper hour from 5:30
p.m. to 6 p.m. and the possibility
of converting the storage room on
each hall into a lounge.
Joe Fox, Student Government
president remarked, "Many students and several members of the
administration have advanced the
idea of the possibility of changing
the supper hour to me and other
officers of student government.
"The same is true about the
changing of the storage rooms to
lounges. Several halls in particular have held meetings with
their councelors and discussed the
probability of such a plan."

Tiger Staff Writer
A change in dining hall, laundry and student
activities fees has been announced by Henry Hill,
director of Auxiliary Enterprises. This will be
the first change in fees since 1952. Mr. Hill also
said that there will alsj be a change in the room
deposit for next semester.
The dining hall fee will increase $8.40 for
the school year. The increase in the laundry
fee will be $9 for two semesters. The activities
fee will be raised from $18.20 to $35, an increase
of $16.80 a year. The total annual increase in
the present payment will be $34.20.

Maj. Gen. F. S. Bowen, Jr.,
commanding general of the
United States XII Army Corps
(Reserve) of Atlanta, visited
the campus yesterday to inspect Army ROTC facilities
and confer with college officials. Gen. Bowen also visited
the new Clemson Army Reserve Armory on Pendleton
Highway and talked to the
press about the reserve programs changeover to pentomic
organization. (Army photo.)

"We also recommend that a
few of the lounges be constructed
and equiped on several halls on
a trial basis. The purpose of this
being to find out if the students
will use them and If they detract
too much from study. This plan
will save the college some money
if they prove unsatisfactory,"
stated Fox.
Among the equipment the executive committee hopes to see installed in the lounges are vending
machines. Fox emphasized that
the proceeds from these machines
would go to a central fund for
maintaining and equiping the
lounges.
The recommendations will be
presented to Student Assembly for
action at their next meeting.

lege, according to K. N. Vickery, registrar.
There are 139 new students
which includes coeds, transfer
students, graduate students and
foreign students. The total enrollment for coeds is 75, six new
students, six former students and
63 continuing students.
Totals For School Are
The totals for the following
schools this semester as compared
with last year are; Agriculture
544 - 478, Architecture 139 - 16C,
Arts and Sciences 941 - 812, Engineering 1473 - 1503, Textiles 274
- 255, Graduate School 143 - 130,
Post Graduates 23 - 29, Unclassified 35 - 51.
The enrollment for this year is
compared with 3,397 last year.
According to Mr. Vickery the to-

Book Written By Dr. Williams
Released To Public Today
By BECKY EPTING
Tiger Staff Writer
Vogues in Villainy: Crime and
Retribution in Ante-Bellum South
Carolina, a book written by Dr.
Jack K. Williams, dean of the
Graduate School, is to be released
today to the public by University
of South Carolina Press.
Review Is Lively
Lively and sometimes humorous,
Dr. Williams' review of crime and
retribution in ante-bellum South

Carolina is a revelation of criminal
matters, full of well-told incidents
accompanied by minimum statistics.
According to Dr. Williams, he
has always had an interest in legal
and criminal aspects of history.
His doctor's thesis, which also
dealt with this subject, further
stimulated his interest in various
criminal views of the Old South.
One of the striking revelations
of Vogues in Villainy is that while

styles in nearly everything have
changed since the Confederate
War, ante-bellum crime and the
crimes of today almost could be
exchanged intact.
There is hardly any difference
in the "popularity" of such
crimes as homicide and thievery
in South Carolina before the
Civil War and today according
to Dr. Williams.
However, recounts Dr. Williams,
(Continued on Page 8)

tal enrollment may increase one
or two students by the time of publication.
Mr. Vickery stated that the
drop-out has been about the same
for the past 10 years, the last two
or three years being slightly less.

Committees
Are Named For
Junior Follies
Junior Follies Co-directors Ron
nie Crowe and Ted Davenport have
announced the names of 15 juniors
selected to head the various committees responsible for the production of the show scheduled tentatively for Apr. 16.
These are script, Tim Trively;
tickets, John O'Brien; lights and
sound, Ralph Moore and Mose
MacFie; music, Teddy Holt; properties, Phil Powell; social, Erwin
Abell and Paul Wright.
Also, housing, Billy Fort and
Jim Bragg; transportation, Bob
Blease and Bill Mathis; programs,
Johnny Mills; publicity, Buddy
Putman; and seating, Alan Elmore.
A meeting of these chairmen was
held Tuesday night. The chairmen were briefed what their jobs
would entail and what also some
of the problems they could expect
to encounter. Also in attendance
were Dean Walter Cox and Bill
Hill, a co-director of last years
Follies.

guests of the student body. A short
period will be planned after lunch
in order that the high school visitors may better acquaint themselves with the campus.
The general purpose behind this
is that the group may have time
to look at the campus from the
Clemson student's viewpoint. During this time the visitor may
choose to meet actual students,
talk to professors about a certain
educational field or visit the different organizations on campus
such as Taps, Tiger, etc.
Concludes With Football Game
The afternoon portion of the
program will be concluded with the
annual spring practice football
game between the first and second
string's of the Clemson football
team.
Each year Clemson sponsors a
type of high school visitation day
or weekend in view of the fact that
many students like to see what a
school is like before they attend it.
The visitation weekend last
year entitled "Clemesta" presented 20 different booths and 75
individual exhibits. The theme
of the weekend was a "Salute to
Education." The attendance of
"Clemesta" was somewhat below
par, but the fact that the open
house will only be held for a
single day this year may bring
many more interested persons.
Dean Cox expressed a wish that
all campus organizations and especially Clemson students help
make this year's visitation day a
successful one.

Erwin Issues
Call For Dance
Weekend Rooms
People who have extra rooms in
their homes and will take in girls
during the Mid-Winter's weekend
should contact Mrs. Sybil Albert
in the office of the dean of Student Affairs, according to Bob Erwin, CDA president.
Bob stated, "Finding places for
students dates has always been a
problem and the high enrollment
this year has done away with extra
space in the dorms; thus, we must
rely on members of the community to supply housing."
Bob emphasized that students
should not contact Mrs. Albert
about rooms for their dates for
CDA will handle distribution of
space.
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BUT WE HAVE TO PAVE OUR LOTS!

Are Present Grading Systems
Fair? Is 'C Really Average?

Stricter Requirements For College Admission
Would Help Ease Ore r-Crowded Conditions
Stricter entrance requirements are being imposed by more and more colleges at
the present time. Georgia Tech is the latest to raise its standards by requiring a
higher entrance examination score as well
as a better high school background in math
and science for those who intend to major
in engineering.
The state's General Assembly is presently considering two bills that would
raise educational standards throughout the
state; one of which would require a high
school graduate who wished to enter college to have a better background in mathematics and the sciences. The other would
require an examination for admittance into high school from junior high.
All of these proposals are sound in the
light of current college enrollments. In the
first place, colleges are at or near capacity enrollments—they simply don't have
the space for more students, and applications are at a record high with no slump
anticipated for several years.
Unless more dormitory space is provided, every college must be more selective
.with their students. It is doubtful that
many colleges could afford to build enough
dormitories to accommodate all students
who wanted to enroll.

Large Number Of Students Drop Out
Past experience has shown that a large
number of students drop out during or at
the end of their first year, apparently because of poor high school preparation.
This ill-prepared lot has, in essence, robbed
more capable students of the opportunity
to further their education. By poorer stu-

dents occupying valuable dormitory space
during their first year, better students fail
to receive needed advantages.
It is a gross injustice to students, the
state, and the nation that such a situation
exists. But it does exist.
College officials recognize this problem
and they are trying to do something about
it. It is impossible, however, to raise college standards overnight. This is a process which must be done in gradual stages,
and its ultimate objective is to have its
effects felt back at the high school level.
Yes, even into junior high.

Public Acutely Aware Of Problems
The public is more acutely aware of the
problem now; evidently from the fact that
Soviet technology is giving America a
close race for first place. It is regrettable
that active public sentiment was not displayed before now.
The important thing is that something
is being done now and we are confident
that the problem will soon be eradicated.
Clemson took steps to alleviate this situation on our campus in 1955 when an entrance examination was introduced.
The passing grade for this test has been
steadily raised every year since then, and
as a result the number of students required to take remedial courses has been greatly reduced. Remedial English will be dropped next fall, and remedial math will not
be offered in a few more years.
This in itself is excellent progress; the
ideal may never be reached, but with more
plans like these cited above we can come
fairly close to it.

Rising Costs Affect Institutions As Well As Businesses;
Activities Fee Increase Justified
Rising costs! These two words seem
to dominate conversations in high and low
circles, especially during the last two decades. We have all felt the effects of rising costs in our pocketbooks when we buy
virtually every product on the market,
from automobiles to candy bars. It hurts,
too, but there is very little we can do about
it as long as we live in an inflated economy
like we have today.
Educational institutions, like any enterprise, require money to pay their bills and
provide the services demanded of them by
the public. These institutions have not
been exempt from rising costs. Operating
expenses have risen for them just as they
have risen for an ordinary business.
Just as a private business or corporation must pass these added costs on to the
consumer, a college or university must do
the same.
While a large percentage of Clemson's
funds come from appropriations by the
General Assembly, the state cannot be expected to bear the total expenses incurred by rising costs. Hence they are passed on to the consumer, you and your parents.
In order to quell any misunderstandings
that may arise with the announcement
appearing in this paper that fees will be
raised next September, and in order to
stave off any rash conclusions and generalizations that will surely be drawn by a
number of students, we have investigated
the proposed increases and present here
the apparent motives behind them with
comments w>:ch we think appropriate.
While we dislike the idea of paying
more for an education as much as the next
person, we realize that increases are justified in certain instances.

Fees Increased In Three Areas
Fees will be increased in three areas.
The activity fee—which includes athletic,

concert and YMCA fees and funds for Student Government, among other things—
will be raised from $18.20 to $35 per year.
Part of the funds will go to the departments just mentioned.
The remainder will be used to further
the social and recreational life of students
by providing more facilities to encourage
these activities. Funds will also be available from this increase for many special
or emergency projects that may arise from
time to time.
Another increase will be felt in the
laundry fee, uped $8.40 per year. The
laundry is a non-profit organization, and
this rise can be attributed solely to rising
costs of supplies and labor for providing
this student service.
The dining room fee will also be raised $9 per year. Increased food costs are
responsible for this upward adjustment.
All of us are aware of the fact that food
prices have been steadily rising for several years.

More Service To Be Provided
It is encouraging to note that while
these additional fees are being charged, a
portion of the new revenue will be used to
provide students with more services.
Our social recreational facilities certainly need improvement, and when we
consider the relatively insignificant cost
to the individual student compared to the
benefits he will gain from it, we feel that
there should be no complaints.
For that matter, the total increase is a
little more than 2 percent of what it now
costs a resident student to attend Clemson
for one year, even less for a non-resident.
We might also consider the fact that
tuition and fees at Clemson are a great
deal less than those of many neighboring
institutions of higher learning.
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Week's Peek

Let's Talk It Over

Graduating Standards Limit
Activities; Burden Students
By BOB CLARK
The present graduating requirements here at Clemson for
the entering class of 1959 is 150
semester hours (for those students not studying architecture)
and a grade point ratio of 1.8.
In order to
complete
successfully
150 credit
hours over a
four year
period,
one
must take an
aggregate of
courses
which numbers upwards
to 20 credit
hours per
semester for a total of eight
semesters. This is quite a rigid
requirement and an ordeal for
the average college student.
The average Clemson student
finds himself loaded down with
technical courses, if he is in engineering, over a four-year period, which should be stretched
to five years. A five-year curriculum not only would enable
the student to be less 'pushed'
but also would allow him time
and room to take some muchneeded liberal arts courses.
In the school of arts and
sciences, quite a different problem persists; in order to attain
150 hours one finds it exceedingly
difficult to acquire this number
without amassing credits from
various courses in which he has
little or no interest.
This number is very definitely
too high for persons in the School
Of Arts and Sciences. If one desires to take a heavy load, he

should be allowed to do so providing his grades are decent, but
NOT under compulsion.
In the state of South Carolina,
Clemson's
requirements
for
graduation are stricter over a
four-year period than any other
school of higher learning. For
example, The University of South
Carolina's
engineering curriculum is stretched out over a
four and one-half to five year
period. Its School of Arts and
Sciences requires 124 hours for
graduation.
Other schools in the state are
equally low: Newberry, 128;
Winthrop, 125; Furman, 128.
Other neighboring schools have
lower requirements than Clemson. The University of Georgia
has an equivalent number of
125-135 hours for graduation in
its respective curriculums; The
University of Florida requires an
average of 136 hours.
After reviewing the graduation
stipulations for
the various
schools, it seems illogical why
Clemson's requirements should
be so steep.
Not only is a student at Clemson pressured by a rigid credit
requirement but also by a gradepoint-ratio.
Naturally, it is
necessary for one to have attained a certain average while attending Clemson in order to
graduate, but here, where so
many functions and activities of a
person are dependent upon quality points, one is limited in many
capacities such as holding offices, joining certain organizations, etc., by the number of
grade points he has accumulated
during his stay at Clemson.
He is assigned four grade

points for every 'A' he can make
out of his burdened-down schedule, three grade points for the
scarce number of 'B's he can
amass, three for a 'C,' etc.
In a system where 'C is considered average work, an arbitrary minimum of 'C is set for
positions
in
extra-curricula
organizations.
But how can this be considered
fair, when a large number of professors don't even relinquish
grades higher than a 'C? To
some professors a 'C is a good
grade; they forget that students
are being classified according to
grade points.
It seems that in every classroom there should be some balance of grades. According to the
law of averages, in each class of
college students, especially in a
college where entrance exams are
given, someone ought to be capable of learning 90% of what the
teacher is trying to convey, or
else that certain professor ought
not to be in his chosen profession.
In many classes last semester
a multitude of C's, D's, and F's
were to be found. Where were
the good grades? Well, there just
weren't any! And this has been
true for many semesters under
the same professors.
If this hits home, and it's a
certainty that it will in some
cases, let's hope this semester
will show a much-needed improvement.
It is obvious that the administrators and professors of Clemson need to do something to alleviate these pressing situations
not only to better the standards
of Clemson, but to promote better student-professor relationships.

By TIM TRIVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
"Students stage riot in Miami University when 70%
flunk physics."
This headline appeared in papers throughout the
country three weeks ago and since that
time metropolitan editorial comments
have, by and large, considered the students' side as that of the delinquent
adolescent striking out against the
system.
%:„.„>
The editors have defended the system and admonished the students.
Coverage was similar to that given to
any
IA
"S°utn American" story of student
* i^
rebellion, groundless and meaningless.
The first immediate assumption is that the system
is right because it has always been right. We shall consider educational processes as the system. Assuming
that there is certain knowledge to be learned and material to be covered, a basis of curriculums is established.
This unyielding standard — totally inflexible and
rigid — bears the name academic standard. To assume
that it is right, as in the point of view of justice through
court of law, is erroneous.
Taking the final grade as an example, the great
flexibility as it is taught by individual profs cannot be
contested. As a result, the collegiate academic standard
is based on tremendous flexibility, namely its faculty.
And assuming that this flexibility is constant from
semester to semester is also erroneous.
But the foulest injustice committed by the faculty
of this particular institution is that they themselves
stand on this strict^ academic standard of requirements—•
minimum GPR for graduation—and then turn around
and individually set their classroom standard above the
mean standard set by the college.
Illustration: When the college states that C is average, it is supposedly average. Thinking that the students
don't know or are unaware is illogical; and, I assure you,
the students of this institution are well aware of their
miserable plight and of the sickening situation brought
about directly by professional irresponsibility.
Students are well aware that there must be a grade
and it is only when that professional perogative is abused
that rioting becomes the reckoning stabilizer.
"The students didn't study and were unprepared."
This defensive comment has degenrated into a dirty
cliche, freely dredged up as a legitimate point. But is it
legitimate?
, An instructor of this institution commented, "I guess
I ought to get this text today; I'm teaching the course
this semester." And the class was to meet the next day!
This same department issued to the students taking
a particular course an assignment sheet, which was later
numerously corrected because the prof who had made
out the assignment sheet covering the semesters work
HAD NOT EVEN READ THE TEXT!
"We are understaffed," is another defensive, but
legitimate point raised by a prof of this campus. The
fault here lies directly with the administration and
Board of Trustees.
Presently the college is considering adding new
dormitory space, while in the classroom desperate professors are FORCED into having classes that cannot
properly be taught with the number enrolled. RESULTANT — GET IT ON YOUR OWN!
Many students at Clemson are carrying 19 hours of
get-it-on-your-own. Yes, go to class and get it on your
own, but don't ask any questions because there isn't
enough time!
Timing and grievances foster riots, and for transition
stricken Clemson the two have yet to appear simultaneously. There is but one reason why Clemson students
have not rioted.
Cheaters don't riot, they make out better crib notes;
and the honest have but deaf ears and channels to hear
their pleas.

ToJk Of The Town

May We Hope For Peace Between Races As We Successfully
Solve The Problem Of Integration, 'The Impending Crisis'
By TOM ANDERSON HI
During my high school days,
I once wrote a theme entitled
"The Impending Crisis." Similar to the pamphlet with the
same title which appeared immediately prior to the War Between the States, it had to do
with a dil»>
emma which
faced the
Southland.
Both writings entailed
racial problems — Hinton Helper's
had to do
with slavery;
mine involved the rapidly increasing segregation issue.
By no means do I profess to
be a prophet; even an observant
youngster could sense the approaching storm. The crisis is
no longer pending; indeed the
storm has arrived. It is a tempest born in the North, but one
whose fury sweeps continually
southward.
Its uncontrollable winds, created by mortal hands, seem to
laugh as they tear asunder racial
amity, disrupt educational processes and waylay civic stability.
The far-reaching and1 inces-

Alabama, the Cradle of the
sant winds have sown seeds, too;
but ttiese seeds are those of dis- Confederacy, retained the Conunity. And unity Is perhaps our federate symbol for its flag after
the War Between the States.
foremost need.
Ever since 1861, when Horace These three states, along With
Greeley said, "Let the erring sis- Mississippi, are considered by inters go," the Southern states tegrationists as the 'hard core'
have been, to a certain degree, states. Indeed they are.
The geographical belt engulffoster children of this nation.
ing
these particular states may
Time had begun to heal the
wounds of disunion for a nation be considered as the real Southwho, united, has proven world land, Dixie, the Land of Cotton.
It is within this area that the
supremacy.
populace
is more personally afEvolution,
not
revolution,
should hold a country whose fected by the problem . . .
heritage is as rich and whose segregation is deeply ingrained
foundation is as peerlessly .laid within the culture of this region.
as ours. But this tempest has These four are the main "erring
created defiance among the sisters' who remain segregated...
southerners who feel that the
But wait!! It is easy enough to
Supreme Court's 1954-55 rulings
concerning segregation were not ramble on presenting the South'S
based on sound law or common argument. By selecting a Southern newspaper at random one
sense.
The status of "step-sisters" which the High Court based its
for the Southern states is rap- decision, does not mention educaidly returning; and this is an tion, nor does the Constitution,
era when Uncle Sam should show nor does any other amendment.
But the vast majority of them
disfavor toward no state. The
signs of the times provide ample are sincere; they are written by
those who know the problem,
proof for that.
The State of Georgia recently those who live within its bounds.
altered the face of its state flag. The arguments are there and
The new banner displays very have solid foundation.
The 10th Amendment states
obviously the "Stars and Bars"
of the Confederacy. The South that "The powers not delegated
Carolina Legislature is seriously to the U. S. by the Constitution
considering a similar move in . . . are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people." .
regard to its state flag.

The 14th Amendment, upon
the High Court based Its decision, does not mention education,
nor does the Constitution, nor
does any other amendment.
On and on you can go . . . the
countless decisions (of past years)
of U. S. courts that upheld the
doctrine of segregation ... the
Supreme Court's citing of such
authorities upon whose books
they partially based their decision . . .
The fact that the three gentlemen named above have lengthy
records in the files of the House
Un-American Activities Committee .. . the truth that the function of the Supreme Court is to
interpret the constitution, not to
amend it . . . and the fact that
Associate Supreme Court Justice
Felix Frankfurter was once a
counsel for the NAACP ... the
aforesaid are a scarce few of the
South's legitimate and wellfounded arguments.
Virginia has now fallen unwillingly. Let us hope that the unrest, tension and strife caused
by the removal of their 'massive
resistance' barrier will not prevail ... let us hope for eventual
concert within that great state.
South Carolina is the next likely spot (for an all-out attempt
toward integration) if the sweeping arc of the pendulum holds
true to course.
Then down

through the Deep South will this
somewhat totalitarian Instrument go . . . knocking, knocking,
knocking against the rights of
the states.
We of South Carolina are
blessed with an able and stable
government, touted legal leaders and a wonderful people. With
the help of Providence, may we
preserve our way of life and ward
off the encroachments wrought
by a misunderstanding and impulsive group of nine men who
probably meant well.
And may it be the earnest plea
and hope of every South Carolinian, every Southerner, yes
every American, that someday—
far into the future—when these
troubled days are past . . . may
it be our plea that the Union remains with no foster children.
May we hope and pray, too, for
amity between the races as we
successfully ride out the storm.
May demoguogery and agitation
from without be damned. May
the ominous connotations of the
terms "segregation" and "discrimination" be forgotten and
the beauty of these words returned.
"May the United States of
America remain "one nation indivisible" . . . Thus was our
legacy. Certainly we owe this
to posterity.

Tom McTeer Expresses Interesting
Views Concerning Campus Topics
By TIM TKXVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
A South Carolinian born at
Hampton, Tom McTeer is vice
president of the Senior Class. Undertaking a major change from
E.E. to I.M., Tom expects to
graduate next February.
His experiences and thrills are
shared by his fellow class mates,
but his views and reflections are

Deadlines Near
For Student Aid
Application
Deadlines for scholarship, counselor and waiter applications have
been announced by Greg Hughes,
Director of Student Aid and Placement. Twenty-three scholarships,
which are distributed throughout
the major curricula, are available
to Clemson students.
Completed forms for scholarships
in 1959-60 must be returned to
Student Aid office on or before
Feb. 28. Counselor and waiter applicants who are seeking scholarships need to submit one completed form this month. Those
applying as counselors or waiters
only must return completed forms
on or before Mar. 31.
Prospective June and August
1960 graduates are preferred for
counselor assignments. These duties require considerable time, and
applicants should plan to remain
on campus most of the time.
Current waiters and others on
the waiting list for this year must
apply again for the 1959-60 school
year. Preference is usually given
to entering students in selecting
waiters.
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unique. It is for this reason, that New Orleans; the baseball team's
Tom McTeer is a campus charac- winning of the ACC crown and
going to the College World Series
ter.
held in Omaha.
PLAYED FOOTBALL 2 YEARS
Also the State Track ChampionComing to Clemson on a football ship his sophomore, year; some
scholarship, he played for two great Marterie dances; a concert
years. He now participates in by Matovani; and matinee conintra-mural sports. It is in this certs by Les Brown.
latter vein, that Tom has served
On the leading question—
in such a vital capacity to our
fraternities — Tom commented,
campus.
He also went out for track. His "In a College as small as Clemfreshman year, Tom concentrated son and non-military as it is,
fraternities would be an asset to
on academics.
the student body as well as fillHe also became a member of
ing the void now current in free
the Lutheran Student Associaparticipation undertakings by the
tion. Up through his sophomore
student body."
year, he was enrolled in R.O.T.C.
He sighted the question of tryFollowing his sophomore year,
ing to start an endowment fund,
O.C.S. at Fort Sill called, and
and the futility that finally beTom was commissioned in the
came the conquerer.
reserves.
WOULD FRATERNITIES HELP
Some of the best movies he has
CLEMSON?
seen and recommends are: "Rally
Round The Flag, Boys," (which is
Question: Would fraternities
coming") "Three Faces of Eve," help Clemson?
and "Vertigo."
Answer: "I think it would."
Tom served on the transportaA significant side to his success
tion and.placement committee for
is directly centered on the followlast year's Junior Follies.
ing questions: Do you have a car?
This year he is a member of "Yes." Go home much? "No."
Junior CD.A. and Senior Council;
Tom's look at contemporary
as we have previously mentioned,
he is vice president of the senior Clemson!
"We don't need a new physics
class.
One of the highlights of this building. We need a new physics
year he sighted was his participa- department!"
His chief complaint about the
tion as a delegate to the Student
Government Convention held in college is the fact that dormitory
Columbia last December.
students are required to eat in the
WAS MEMBER OF FRESHMAN dining hall.
COUNCIL
Another important position of BECAUSE IN HIS OPINION—
responsibility was awarded him "THE FOOD IS BELOW PAR"
earlier this year when he was on
He sees the new establishment
the Freshman Disciplinary Counof an Italian style eating place—
cil.
out on the new highway in the
Highlights of his collegiate career include: the football team's vicinity of old Calhoun Clemson
participation in the Orange Bowl Hi-School—as a boon for the stuin Miami and the Sugar Bowl in dents.

ARNOLD

Campus Character

Independent Israel Occupies Vital
Position In Strategic Middle East
By BEN ESTES
Tiger Feature Writer
"The Middle East Nations occupy one of the most strategic areas of the world." In
a small but vital portion of this area lies the newly independent nation Israel. Clemson
was fortunate in having Miss Hava B. Bitan explain and discuss Israel's position in tht
Middle East.
Miss Bitan, from Berlin, Germany, graduated from Pratt Institute, N. Y., and did graduate
work at
Teacher's College,
Columbia University. In Jerusalem she studied at Hebrew University, majoring in political
science and International Relations.

envolving greater industrializa- cient. Her agricultural and in»
tion. No settlement in Israel is dustrial programs have improved
any further from water than tremendously since 1948.
twenty miles making it attractive
ISRAELI-ARAB SITUATION
to many forms of industry.
UNSOLVED
AN OPEN GATE FOR
Unfortunately, the Israeli-Arab
JEWISH PEOPLE
situation remains unsolved; th«
Israel remains an "open gate for Arabs will not recognize Israel.
Jewish people the world over." Israel hopes that she and Arabia
This situation -has brought about will live in peace. A peace armisa problem of vital concern to tice has been signed in 1948, but
Israelians, that of immigration. Arab nationalists are not satisSince the majority of immigrants fied.
arrive in Israel without means of
Ninety per cent of Israel's
support, they must be provided
with an occupation as well as population are Orthodox Jewish. For many years Israel has
housing.
Also, a problem of cultural adap- been sending her young profestation arises in this situation. Due sional men to many small counto large waves of immigrants, tries, particularly In the field
of engineering.
temporary quarters are provided;
however, as time permits, perThe Israelites hope that their
manent housing is constructed.
"full-rooted democracy" will bring;
All new immigrants are re- about a contagin among other
quired to learn Hebrew, the na- small countries of the world.

At present, she is Chancelor of
the Consulate of Israel in Atlanta,
Ga. which is serving the nine
Southeastern States. Her position is to assist all Israeli citizens,
as well as assisting American citizens wishing information about
her country.
In May of 1958, Israel celebrated her 10th anniversary of Independence. In 1948, the population of Israel was 650,000. Today
this young democratic nation can
boast a population of 2 million. As
TOM McTEER
a country of 8,000 square miles tive tongue. The Israeli Army
she hopes to eventually accomo- plays a large role in educating
*••• ••*• date 2 million more persons.
• •*•*•
**••
these new citizens.
And in this light cannot see that
Question: Do you think that
This of course will take place
Israel is constantly striving to
the "C" House provides useful TV caused that much noise. An- over an extended period of time become economically self-suffiservice to the Clemson student? other point he mentioned is the
fact that most TV's were turned
"No. Because the average stu- off when the good programs went
dent cannot afford the prices— off the air. Where as, hi-fi is
not even in the Tiger Tavern, continuous as well as loud.
He sights his math courses as
where the service is very unthe most interesting and enjoysatisfactory."
able.
Commercial concrete and con- tanburg Concrete Co. Fly ash
On the current ban of TV from
Question: Do you think the crete products at lower costs can was supplied from the
dormitory rooms, Tom supports a
be produced by using fly ash as a SCEGGO's Urguhart Plant.
premise of non-validity of facts. G.P.R. requirement for owners partial replacement for cement,
Prof. Lowry has recommended
His chief opposition consisted of of cars a good rule—effective Walter L. Lowry Jr., head of the
that producers of concrete, consighting the problem of hi-fi vol- next year?
Civil Engineering Department, who
templating the use of fly ash, make
ume.
conducted recent research in this
Answer: "Yes, I do."
sufficient tests with aggregates
field, has suggested.
normally used to determine the
The research was begun early most advantageous proportions.
The use of fly ash, Lowry reportin 1958, and was confined to one
coarse and one fine aggregate. ed, in concrete pipe may be justified by beneficial effects other
It was sponsored by the South
than a saving in cement. Others
Carolina Electric and Gas Co. include decreased shrinkage, dewith the cooperation of the Spar- creased permeability, decreased

East."

Cement Replacement Lowers
Commercial Concrete Costs

Forestry Depl. Appointment Names
J. R. Warner College Forest Economist

> itnuu.u.r

MARTY AND HAROLD

On Feb. 24, Mr. Inal Yamanov,
First Secretary of the Turkish
Embassy in Washington, will discuss "Turkey and the Middlt

Bv Bill Warren

Many a girl would rather walk home than
do without Camels. For the 10th straight
year, this cigarette outsells every other —
every filter, every king-size, every regular.
The Camel blend of costly tobaccos has
never been equalled for rich flavor and
easygoing mildness. Today as always, the
best tobacco makes the best smoke.

Don't give in to fads and fancy stuff ...

Have a real
cigarettehave a CAMEL

John Robinson Warner, for six
years with the U. S. Forest Service as a researchist, has been appointed forest economist by the
Clemson Forestry Department.
Professor Warner is a native of
Nagbur, India, where his father
was a missionary. As an instructor of Forestry, Mr. Warner has
served at the school of Natural
Resources, University of Michi-

gan, and the Division of Forestry,
University of West Virginia.
He is a 1946 graduate of Duke
University, where he earned his
master's degree and doctorate in
Forestry.
Sixteen publications in forest
economics are credited to him as
author or collaborator.
His wife is the former Catherine
Spain of Durham. They have two
daughters.

brittleness and increased rests*
tance to sulphate attack.
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
REDUCED
The manufacture of concreft
block, with fly ash, reduces th«
compressive strength at two, seven
and 28 days. Results, however, indicate further experimentation
would be of "considerable value."
Lowry announced that the Spartanburg Concrete Company is
planning additional tests, with
other aggregates, different mixes
and variations in curing processes.
Research on concrete for struc( Continued on Page 8)

Tennis Equipment
Rackets
Balls
Shoes
Athletic Hose

Hoke Sloan

Young Man With a Date
No matter what your educational background—the arts, the
sciences, business or engineering—make a date to talk with a
Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. Wide range of
job opportunities.

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER
FOR AN INTERVIEW
Representatives Will Be On The Campus
March 3, 4 and 5 from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
• Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company
• Western Electric Company
• Southern Bell Telephone Labs
• American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Long Lines Department

'I don't mind your running out of gas—but Camels!'
B. J. Beynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salen, N. 8.
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Swimming Captain Eric Philpott
Comes From Home of Sugar Bowl

By RICHARD SHICK
Tiger Sports Editor

Spring Sports Need Usual Tiger Support
Play ball! Fore! The crack of a pistol! The swish
of a racquet! These are the sounds that will soon replace
the referee's whistle and the crack of the Clemson cannon as all the traditional Clemson spring sports will officially open their season by the middle of next month.
Clemson's defending NCAA District Nine and ACC
Champs have already began practice in preparation for
their opening game March 25 against University of Connecticut at 3 p.m. This year's team will be almost a repeat
of last year's nine as they lost only Bud Spiers and Larry
Wilson through graduation.
The Tigers had an impressive 12-2 record in conference play and a 21-7 record for the season including the District Nine and College World Series Playoffs. Bud Spiers was the slugging hero, Bailey Hendley, a sophomore, was the hitting leader and Harold
Stowe revised the ACC pitching record books of last
year's aggregation.
Spiers is the only one of these three that will not be
back next year.
Following on the heels of these respective department
leaders were catcher Butch Coker, first baseman Fred DeBerry, second baseman Zack Burnette, third baseman
Larry Bagwell, outfielder Doug Hoffman and pitchers Ed
Lackey, who did not return this semester, and Jack Gardner.
Bailey Hendley was also one of the top Tig hurlers.
Several bright prospects are up this spring for positions
on the varsity from last year's frosh squad. Among these
are Ty Cline, an outstanding hurler, Bob Dempsey and
Sammy Poe, both catchers, Tim Bryant and Dan Harvey,
infielders and outfielders George Usry and Dick Suggs.
The Tigs courtmen open their season March 20
against Presbyterian, potentially one of the top teams
in the nation, at Clinton. Returning this year are
Sonny Sumner, last year's top player, Lenaire Bryant,
Bill Cooper, and Bobby Lynn. Added strength is
expected to come from sophomore Bob Burns.
Clemson's thinclads have been "working out" ever
since the weather was warm enough although they will
not open their season until March 21 against Wake Forest. Several of the runners, including such standouts as
John Dunkleburg, state 440 record holder, Harold Merck
and Walt Tyler, have been running ever since the beginning of school as they have participated in both cross country and indoor meets throughout the semester. Most of
the cinder crew from last year is returning this year so
the outlook is for a very successful season this year.
The linksmen this year can count on only two returning lettermen Mac Long and Burnham Uhler. These two
junior golfers carried most of the honors back to Clemson last year. Several prospects are out for the team, but
only time will tell their possibilities. They open their
season sometime around the middle of March.
Spring is great. But what would be more inspiring than to journey either to the baseball diamond,
tennis courts, track field or Boscobell Country Club
to watch and cheer for a Tiger team. Surely this
would be a more inspiring free afternoon than one
spent lying in a sack.
This will not only be advantageous to the fan, but also to the team. It is a known fact that a team always trys
harder to win when they have the backing of their student body. Besides you may even get a suntan during
the course of the afternoon. Sounds ok, doesn't it.

Tigerettes Need Help
Clemson first girls' basketball team has been organized, but they still lack a place to play home games, uniforms and supporters. At the present time they would
like to secure a gym close to home to play home games in.
With the money that they would receive for these games
they could buy Clemson uniforms—thus solving their
second problem. The student body could easily solve the
last problem.
Since both the Tiger varsity and freshmen along
with the intramural teams play in the fieldhouse this
solution is almost impossible. The most likely solution would be the use of either Daniel or Seneca High
School's gym. If a contract or agreement could be
reached with one or the other, it would be of great
importance to the girls because it would not only give
them a home court, but also a place to practice.

Granr-ln-Aid
The recent verbal war between head whip cracker
Frank Howard of Clemson and USC's young "Greasy"
Giese has brought several thoughts to the mind of the
writer of this column. The most recent incident occurred when Bill McGuirt of Lancaster and Wade Hall of
Winnsboro visited the Carolina campus after they had
earlier signed a grant-in-aid at Clemson. McGuirt later
said that he only went "along for the ride" to see the Carolina campus. But this nevertheless brought much criticism from Clemson.
At the present time the majority of the big collegiate conferences recognize a "hands off" policy after
all Feb. 1 grand-in-aid signatures. Presently it is reported that Virginia will join forces with the "honest
five (Clemson, UNC, N. C. State, Duke and Wake Forest)" in a "hands off" policy.
Should they do so, this will give the necessary majoroity for passing a ruling on this matter on the ACC.
It only seems natural that at the next meeting of the ACC
Rules Committee that they will also pass a similar law.
In the event of this it looks as if there will be no more
wars over players between USC and Clemson. What a
pity to see that "Greasy" will not have a chance to stir
up any more mud in this field of struggle for prestige—
what prestige?

New Orleans has its booze
and bowl games, but in addition to this it is also the home
of Eric Philpott, mainstay of
the Tiger swimming team.
Eric is a senior majoring in
Ceramic Engineering.
Since he was unable to compete
in the varsity meets during his
freshman year, Eric spent the entire year getting in shape and
polishing his breastroke for which
he is best known.
Few fans realize the work necessary to be in good shape and
really be able to accomplish the
tasks a good swimmer has ahead
of him.
During his sophomore year
he made the varsity team with
his continued efforts in the
breaststroke. It was during
this year at the conference meet
that he swam the breaststroke
in 2:46 which was good enough
to place him sixth in a field of
twenty swimmers from the entire conference.
Eric continued to be a leader
of the Tiger tankmen his junior
year with his accomplishments
in the breaststroke. The most
points in one meet by Eric came
this year in the meet with Wake
Forest. He placed first in the
breaststroke for five points and
picked up an additional two in
the medley relay for a total of
seven points.
The highest honor for a
team member came to Eric
his senior year when he was
elected captain of the team.
This honor came to him because he was a good swimmer,
a team leader and a young man
with high ideals.
Along with his specialty, the

The Clemson College basketeers will take their final road trip this weekend and
Club and is vice president of the
Upper Diocese, which is the will complete their regular schedule for the season Monday night here at Clemson.
state organization for the EpiscoSaturday afternoon at 2 the Tigpalians. He is also a member of
ers
will journey to Columbia to will be meeting a young and game. Since then, Maxwell has
the Block "C" Club and the Aero
meet the Gamecocks of the Uni- promising team. The starting been in the Virginia and Maryland
Club.
games, and is showing great promversity of South Carolina in a re- lineup of Wake lists only one sen- ise as a rebounder.
match, after having lost to Caro- ior, three juniors and one sophoThe other guard position should
lina earlier in the season at Clem- more.
be well covered by Dutch Shample.
Forward
Dave
Budd,
a
6-6
junson by a 69-83 score.
George Krajack, who has been
Monday night the Tigers will ior, is the most outstanding De- the 'ole reliable' on the team
again be seeking revenge against mon Deacon. He will team with this year is the leading Tiger
a strong Warke Forest team. The letterman Olin Broadway to give scorer and continues to spark
Demon Deacons also defeated the the Deacons a solid pair of for- the team and will start at the
Tigers earlier this season, 57-47. wards.
other forward.
Sophomore Jerry Steele, outThe Tigers, who currently
Shample, who missed several
standing on last year's frosh unit,
have a 3-9 conference record
will start at center. Charles Forte games with a rib injury, is now
fully recovered and should again
and an overall record of 7-15,
another standout and George, both be at his peak as the backcourt
desperately need victories in
junior letterman, will handle yeo- signal-caller and ballhandler for
these two conference games.
the Bengals.
man duties.
Should the Tigers win both of
The probable starting lineup
these games, they would have a
for the Tigers is still uncertain
chance of finishing in the first
due to the recent juggling by
division of the conference.
Coach Press Maravich in search
Despite earlier losses to Wake
of a winning combination.
and Carolina, the Tigers have very
good chances of taking victories
Tiger captain Doug Hoffman
The Sparketts of Anderson Colin both games. South Carolina is will be a sure starter at one forlege had a little too much spark
currently in seventh place and
Wake is in fifth place in the ACC. ward. After a rather slow start, for the Tigerettes as the AC'ers
Two victories would insure the Tig- Hoffman has developed into a swished the nets for 48 points while
the Tigerettes were only able to
ers of a fifth place finish in the steady performer at forward.
conference.
One of the guards will be sopho- net 34 on the Anderson College
The Gamecocks will be paced by more Ed Krajack, who has worked court Tuesday night.
High scorers were Sara Dukes
flashy senior guard "Cookie" Peri- his way into the starting unit afand Sybil Evatt with 13 and 12
cola, who is leading the Birds in
scoring. Pericola is not only an ter being the number one substi- points respectively for Clemson.
The Tigerettes continue to Imaccurate ball-handler, but also a tute for most of the season.
prove but haven't broken into the
deadly jump shot artist.
Against Maryland last Mon- win column yet; but with continuThe other guard will probably
day, Ed teamed with brother ed improvement the first win
be Melvin Quick, a transfer from
should not be too far in the disNorth Greenville Junior College. George to lead the Tigers in tant future.
scoring
for
the
night
with
fourLarry Dial, a 6-10 junior will be
The schedule for next week
the starting center. Mike Calla- teen points.
Eric Philpott has been the Tiger swimming mainstay for the past han and Walt Hudson will handle
has only a tentative game with
three years after spending his first year getting ready to swim the forward duties.
Walt Gibbons will get the nod as Anderson YWCA Tuesday night.
in varsity competition. Eric was this year elected tank captain
The Gamecocks will be a tough starting center. He will be back- This being a double header,
this fall. He is a breaststroke artist. (Tiger sports photo by
team to defeat since they have ed up by sophomore Earle Max- E-D-4 will furnish the opposiAlex McCormack.)
the home court advantage and well, who saw action for the first tion for the Anderson YMCA in
will also be fighting to move time last week in the Furman the nightcap.

Philpott Takes To The Deep Blue

Tigerettes Drop
48-34 Game To
Anderson Girls

Foul-shooting, key games and
forfeits were the highlights of the
past week's action of Clemson's
intramural basketball program.
Probably winners of the eight
leagues should be able to be determined with the results of the
forthcoming week.
Charles McLaurin of McCormick
won the foul shooting contest by
dropping an amazing 42 of 50
shots last week. His closest competitor was Jerry Adams of B-7
who hit 23-25, thus running McLaurin into a playoff.

Five forfeits plagued the action
of the tournament over the last
seven days. Sixty-three of the
120 scheduled games had been
played before the first mar was
introduced to the record. Four
more followed during the preceding days.

Cavaliers Down
Tigs, Avenging
Previous Loss

"It's somewhat like signing an
oath. The intramurals are set up
for the benefit of the students and
the only way for it to be a success

Riflers Undefeated
After Seven Starts
The Clemson rifle team continued their winning ways as they
defeated the University of Georgia
937-931. This was the smallest
winning margin for the Tigers this
year.
Clemson has not lost a match
through their first seven contests
under the sharpshooting eyes of
David Dye (Army) and R. L. Cunningham (Air Force) as they have
easily defeated all oncomers.

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIR

CLEMSON
SHOE SERVICE

Tigers Play Final Two
Before ACC Tournament

breaststroke, he now swims the
butterfly.
In addition to earning three
letters in swimming, Eric is also
active in other campus activities.
He is a member of the Canterbury

Foul-Shooting, Key Games And Forfeits Were
Highlights Of Week's Action In Intramurals

The Virginia Cavaliers, previously beaten by the Tigers, scored
an impressive victory by defeating Clemson in the final minutes
69-61. The Cavaliers maintained
an 8-to 10 point throughout the
first half, but had to scramble in
the last eight minutes.
Tiger guard, Dutch Shample
made good on a three point play
with 8:20 left to play and pulled
Clemson within a point at 52-51.
Then the Cavalier's John Haner
hit a field goal that put Virginia
safely in the lead again.
With just a minute to go Ed
Krajack hit a field goal; and
that's when the Cavaliers turned
to the free throw line. Haner
made two charity tosses and Paul
Adkins added two more before Ed
Krajack scored on a field goal to
set the Virginia lead at 65-61.
The Cavaliers got two more free
throws from Haner and a long field
goal by John Siewers in the final
seconds to clinch a dramatic 69-61
victory over the Tigers.
Big Herb Busch scored 22 points
for the Cavaliers while Haner added 17; Adkins and Bill Metzger
contributed 12 each. For Clemson George Krajack was high with
23 followed by Hoffman with 12.
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"This record is not bad, even
with total forfeits, but still there
is no excuse," claimed intramural director Bill Wilhelm. "When
a student signs up for intramurals he is expected to participate
in its activities."

Cubs Stall Lale
Surge By Furman
Clemson's Baby Bengals fought
off a late surge and downed Furman's frosh 87-78 last week. It
was the Cubs second win in a row
after avenging an earlier defeat
with Georgia Tech the preceding
week.
Playmaker Choppy Patterson
once again led the way for the
Cubs with 30 points. He is currently averaging over twenty
points per game, the highest average on the squad.
Bob Benson and Tom McHaffey
followed with 22 and 18 points, respectively.
Clemson led decisively until
the closing minutes of the tussle, when it appeared that the
Paladins might be able to overcome by the three point lead.
However, Patterson and Benson
combined from the foul line and
virtually iced the game as far as
the Furman frosh were considered.

is with student cooperation Wilhelm concluded.
Otherwise, intramurals progressed with the favored teams continuing to better their records.
The Kings, leaders of league 2,
downed Band Company in a close
game—despite missing several key
players.
The Bandits defeated Greenville
in a high scoring 67-61 key game.
Gary Barnes led the Impalas to
two victories, a 46-33 tally over
the Sour Grapes and 42-33 win over
Barnwell County.
Probably the most Important
game of the week came as Nu
Epsilon and Chester County clashed Tuesday. Both teams were tied
3-0—sharing the lead in league 3.
A bit of variety was seen as a
joyous faculty squad clinched
their first win with a 45-32 licking over the Campus Trotters.
Professors Edel, Longshore, Tuttleton, and Castles led the way
for Dr. Garbaty's rapidly improving chargers.

ahead of Clemson In the ACC
standings.
Against Wake Forest, the Tigers

Dunkleburg
Takes Second
In Mile Run
Clemson's John Dunkleburg,
participating in the mile event
for his first time in college competition, placed second for the
Tigers in Montgomery's Indoor
Track and Field Meet held last
week. Running the mile in 4:20,
Dunkleburg was outclassed only
by the Southeastern Conference
champion.
Otherwise the Tigs failed to
place in the meet. Both Tyler and
Dunkleburg were forced to drop
out of the 880 as a result of tiring
from the mile.

On Campus

Mth

MaShukm

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SMOOCH
Back in my courting days (the raccoon coat was all the rage,
everybody was singing Good Morning, Mister Zip Zip Zip, and
young Bonaparte had just left Corsica), back, I say, in my
courting days, the standard way to melt a girl's heart was to
write poetry to her.
I don't understand why young men today have abandoned
this gambit. There is nothing like poetry for moving a difficult
girl. What's more, poems are ridiculously easy to write. The
range of subjects is endless. You can write a poem about a girl's
hair, her eyes, her lips, her walk, her talk, her clothes—anything
at all. Indeed, one of my most effective love lyrics was called
To Maud's Pencil Box. It went like this:

Two more meets remain on
the indoor schedule before the
outdoor season opens, both of
these coming in March. Clemson will participate in the
Chattanooga, Southern Conference and ACC teams and the
ACC Indoor Meet to determine
the conference champion.

Clemson Tankers Win
Over Emory University ioWmd'swilW Itmtlik^M:
To Capture 2nd Victory
The Clemson swimming team
took all but three firsts to down
Emory University Tuesday afternoon and capture their second
victory of the season. The Emory
tankmen won only first 'places
in the 200 yard butterfly, the
diving and the 440 yard relay.
Alan Elmore, the teams high
scorer with 69 points, took first
place in the 220 yard free style
and in the 440 yard free style.
After the meet Elmore said,
"We had a pretty good day
and the boys were In good
spirits. Coach McHugh complimented us on our victory and
expressed his happiness." Incidentally, Elmore had his best
time of the season on the 220
free style—a fast 2:27.4.

Clemson's strong frosh five take
on Spartanburg Jr. College next
Wednesday in hopes of improving
their already fine record. The
Cubs have defeated the Spartans
once already this year. Their next
The Bengal tankmen took the
home game will not come until [ opening Medley relay. This victory credited to Marvin O'DonFeb. 23.

nail, Willie Nichols, Eric Philpot
and Dave Cannon.
Marvin O'Donnall won two
first places, capturing the 60 and
100 yard free style events. Marvin
O'Donnall's brother, Carvin, secured the winning position in the
200 yard back stroke.
Clemson will face the tankers
of Wake Forest Friday afternoon
and then again on Monday they
will meet the Duke Blue Devils
at the Clemson pool.

The
SHINING
TOWER
Restaurant

L C. Martin Drug Company
it Soda Fountain
it School Supplies
it Candy and Stationery

'Anderson's Finest
In Every
Respect"
CURB
SERVICE

North Main St. Extn.
ANDERSON, S. C.

In your dear little leatherette pencil box
Are pencils of yellow and red,
And if you don't tell me you love me soon,
I'll hit you on top of the head.

Honesty compels me to admit that this poem fell short of
success. Nothing daunted, I wrote another one. This time I
pulled a switch; I threatened myself instead of Maud.
Oh, Maud, pray stop this drivel
And tell me you'll be mine,
For my sweetbreads they do shrivel
And wind around my spine.
My heart doth cease its beating,
My spleen uncoils and warps,
My liver stops secreting
Soon I needs be a corpse.
When this heart-rending ballad failed to win Maud, I could
only conclude that she was cruel and heartless and I was better
off without her. Accordingly I took back my Hi-Y pin, bade her
adieu, and have not clapped eyes on her since. Last I heard,
she was working in Galveston as a Plimsoll line.
But I did not mourn Maud long, for after Maud came DorisDoris of the laughing eyes, Doris of the shimmering hair, Doris
of the golden tibiae! Within moments of meeting her, I whipped
up a torrent of trochaic tetrameter:
Oh, my sweet and dulcet Doris!
I love you like a Philip Morris
With its mild and rich tobacco
In its white and scarlet pack-o.
I'd swim from Louisville to Natchez
For Philip Morris and you and matches.
Well, of course, the dear girl couldn't resist a poem like that
—what girl could?—and she instantly became my slave. For
the rest of the semester she carried my books, washed my car,
and cored my apples. There is no telling where it all would
have ended if she hadn't been drafted.
So, men, you can see the power of poetry. Try it yourself. All
you need is a rhyming dictionary, a quill pen, and a secondhand muse.
© 1958i M,x ShutaMI

Let's drop rhyme and turn to reason. The reason Marlboro
has gone to the head of the filter cigarette class is simples
better "makin'g"—a flavor that pleases, a filter that works,

Marlboro—from the makers of.Philip Morris.
V
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Work On Baseball Field Moves
Slowly; Problems Seen Ahead
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor
Clemson students and fans from
far and near gathered in Tigertown to witness last years Clemson's Cinderella baseball team in
action. As the season progressed,
the team became better and better and the crowds grew larger
and larger.
The result ended with the Tigs
holding the ACC and NCAA District Three Championships along
with a record number of followers
and supporters.
But what outlook lies for the
present? Only one of the above
viewpoints still exists, that being
that the Tigs should have a fine
squad. With only two key players
lost from last seasons team a good
possibility exists for a repeat performance—but, will Clemson followers be able to see this team in
action?
Presently the baseball field has
undergone only the first stages of
a long and difficult remodeling
process. It is in no condition fox
either practice or games and may

possibly remain in such a state for
several weeks.
Work on the diamond had
originally been scheduled for the
summer, but due to the need of
reconstruction of the two football fields and the lack of employee's from the maintenance
department to supply both projects, rebuilding of the diamond
was postponed.
Saturday after Big Thursday was
the date for which the construction was rescheduled. However,
the project failed to go on tap despite the fact that weather condition was good.
Finally, on Dec. 4 the work was
begun, but less than a week had
elasped before Winter's plague
struck the project. Snow, ice, and
freezing rain combined to make
progress virtually impossible.
The frequent rains of the past
weeks have continued to plague
the field.
"Even with good weather for the next three days the
field would still be too wet to begin any work," claimed Coach Bill
Wilhelm.

"Five weeks remain before the
first home game. If the field is to
be readied for the season it will
have to be done in this period. All
we can do is hope for good weather and have enough workmen
ready to do the project when the
time comes," continued Wilhelm.
As for the possibility of playing the games off campus, Wilhelm stated, "So far we have
made no plans and hope that we
won't have to. Intercollegiate
athletics are set up by the students and for the students.
Thirteen of twenty-three games
were scheduled to be played here
in Clemson mainly for the purpose of interest and enjoyment
of the students.
"To play these games off campus would definitely affect the
interest and number of students
who would have otherwise been
able to see them."
Certainly, it seems improbable
that the best baseball team in the
Tigers' history might become a
"team without a home."
Several cities throughout the

state would jump at a chance to
have a club of the calibre of Clemson playing in their section, but
the best fields are found in the
lower parts of the state.
Greenville is the only place near
Clemson that could offer the best
field.
Preseason practice is being held
on the drill field opposite the field
house. It is not a baseball diamond and appears little to resemble one. Drainage is bad and the
field is uneven. Only limited
practice can be carried on on such
a surface.
The quality of the team could
be vitally affected and the possibility of injuries is greatly raised.
Thus, as far as sports interest
is concerned for the following
weeks much will point to baseball. More than just the baseball team will be affected if the
home games are taken away.
Yes, the baseball team will
prepare themselves to one of the
roughest schedules in Clemson
history, but how, without a
field?

Clemson Tigers, The Cinderella Team Of The '58
Season, Began Spring Practice Monday, Feb. 16
Howard Concerned

Elmore Starts Another Race

Over Two Positions
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tiger football squad, the almost Cinderella team of the 1958 season, launched its spring practice
last Monday with approximately 80 candidates on hand.
There were 21 lettermen among the group.
The first day of drills found
most of the boys out of shape and
most of the time was devoted to
running, passing, and dummy
hitting.
Coach Charlie Waller said,
"Our first day of spring practice was the best opening day
that I have seen in my whole
coaching career."
Most of the players stated that
they were a bit rusty, but it
seemed as if it was only yesterday that they gave the L.SU Bayou Bengals a real scare on New
Year's Day.
Tiger head coach, Frank
Howard said that he was most
concerned with two sore spots
in his lineup which were weakened through graduation-end
and fullback.
The ends on the first unit
were Bobby DeBardelaben and
Sam Anderson, and the first
team fullback was Doug Cline.
Behind Anderson and DeBardelaben are several promising
sophomores and behind Cline
are two sophomore fullbacks;
these sophs look good but a
lack of experience may hurt
the team at these two positions.

at left half will be Harry Pavilack and Doug Daigneault,
two capable halfbacks.
George "Pogo" Usry, the starting left halfback during the entire 1958 season, has been moved
over to right half and should get
the nod at this position. Fast Bob
Morgan, the broken field expert
will add strength to the right half
spot.
Two men who figure prominently in the 1959 plans were not
present for the opening day of
practice because of injuries received last year. Halfback Sonny Quesenberry and end Jack
Webb are still nursing knee injuries; however, both are expected to be ready for full-time
duty by next season.

It may be a little early to make
football predictions for the 1959
season, but from here it looks as
if the Tigers will be even more. Alan Elmore Scored 69 points against Emory as he took two indipotent than last year's unit which vidual firsts and was a member of the medley relay team that
turned in such a fine season.
also won first place. (Tiger sports photo by Alex McCormack.)

Tigs Break Losing Streak
With 73-64 Win Over Furman

Fired Up Terps
Take Decisive
Win Over Tigers
Maryland's Terps, scoring their
high of the season, whipped Clemson's basketball forces by a score
of 78 to 57 at Maryland last Monday night. The games leading
scorer was forward Charlie McNeil of Maryland with 26 points.
The Krajack brothers, Ed and
George, topped the Tiger offense
with 14 points apiece.
Maryland had a fine shooting
percentage from the floor and at
the foul line as they had a 46.5 accuracy mark from the floor and an
88.5 mark on free throws. The
Tigers usually fine defense fell
apart completely, and Maryland
was exceptionally hot; giving the
Tigers a conference record of 3
wins and 8 losses.

The annual short school course
for South Carolina water and
sewage personnel was held at
Clemson Jan. 29 through Jan. 31.
Classes were conducted in Long
Hall, the agricultural building on
central campus and the Chemistry
Building.
There were 27 instructors on the
short school faculty. Eleven of
the faculty were from Clemson.
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Switch -from Hots -to

Snow Fresh Fitter KQDL

Headed by George Krajack,
Clemson's high scorer with 23
points, and Hoffman with 18 the
pair combined outside shooting
and perfect layups to quickly
jump to a 16 point lead, 57-41.
Only in the waning moments of
the game was Furman able to
narrow the margin.
High scorer of the game was
the Paladin's Dick Wright with
24 points and a fine performance. George and Ed Krajack
were the only two Tigs to see
the full forty minutes of action. Both turned in two of the
best performances of the year.
Dutch Shample and Walt Gibbons also played important
roles in the victory.
The win was the Tigs' seventh
of the season and broke a five
game losing streak plaguing the
Bengals. Their overall record
presently stands at 7-13.

For That Big Event
LOOK YOUR BEST!

RENT YOUR FORMAL
Modern
Convenient
Economical
Our Customers Are
The Best Dressed
Men In Town!

Thinclads Expect
To Have Fine Year
Clemson's thinclads will open another season this
spring with a squad of some ten outstanding returning
lettermen against Wake Forest on Mar. 21. This will be
practically the same squad that last year lost only one
individual match and placed second in the state meet at
Clinton.
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Harold Stowe, Clemson's record breaking pitching mainstay,
winds up to hurl in another strike as the diamonders began
battery practice last week. This week the remainder of the
squad reported for practice. (Tiger sports photo by Alex
McCormack.)

Last year they defeated TJNC,
their first loss in two years, N. C.
State, Davidson, Tennessee and
Furman in individual matches
while losing only to the Carolina
Gamecocks.
At the state meet
they again found USC too rough
and followed them in scoring when
the final cloud of dust had cleared
away.
Senior Wilbur Simmons, one of
the finest hurdlers ever to come
to Tigertown, returns this year as
the leading scorer from last year's
team. Wilbur is the most consistent man on the track team as he
can be expected to come through
with points whenever he runs.
Junior John Dunkelburg, one of
the fastest 440 runners in the state,
will be one of those who will already be in shape for the upcoming
outdoor season as he has been

Guard Dutch Shample One Of Best Players
Ever To Be Recruited From McKeesport
By TOM GLENN
Tiger Sports Writer
Probably no other town in
the United States has contributed as much to Clemson
athletic teams as has McKeesport, Penn., home of
Tiger guard, Glenn "Dutch"
Shample.

Shample not only participated
In basketball while in high
school, but also played two years
of varsity football as a center.
However, basketball is Dutch's
sport, for while in high school
Dutch played three years as
starting guard for McKeesport.
He and Maryland guard Gene
Danko are the only basketeers
to ever own starting roles for
three consecutive years in the
history of McKeesport High.

The Tigers will work out
every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday until March 21. On
this date the annual intersquad game will be played in
Memorial Stadium.

Annual School
Held For Water
Personnel

Stowe Winds Up Another One

Certainly Tiger coach, Press
Maravich did a superb job of recruiting when he signed "Dutch"
to a scholarship along with two
other McKeesport boys, George
Krajack and Walt Gibbons during
the spring of 1956.

The first team tackles to date
are Lou Cordileone, a standout
returning letterman, and Harold
Olson, the big 235 pound Atlanta
Clemson's tarnished Tigers sparkled with gleam as
senior. These two boys should
they
polished off Furman's Purple Paladins 73-64 in an acfurnish plenty of weight and extion
packed
game staged in Greenville's new auditorium
perience at the tackle spot.
Backing these two men will be last week. The game was almost a complete reversal of
such stalwarts as Jack Smith, the defeat handed to the basketeers by Furman earlier this
Jimmy King, and Ronnie Osseason.
borne, and these should furnish
Aided by the help of four for- the halftime wound up with the
plenty of good depth.
mer
McKeesport High School Paladins ahead 29-23.
The two starting guards ap- j
pear to be Dave Lynn and Larry stars along with the sharp shootHowever, this lead was to be
Wagner, two strong returning ing of Doug Hoffman and re- quickly washed away as the
bounding
by
Earl
Maxwell,
the
lettermen. The guards that will
torrid Tigers returned to the
back these two are Sam Crout, Tigers turned in what appeared court with accuracy, teamto
be
their
best
performance
of
Kay Garris, Frank Zoretichy and
work and ballhandling that
Bonnie Grace. Grace was a fresh- the season.
completely befuddled the PalaThe first half was a sign of the dins. Within a matter of minman standout at end in 1955 and
has returned to school this year. action that was to follow as the utes the Tigers chewed away
Center is well fixed with Paul score changed hands some eight the lead and went ahead in the
Snyder leading the way and be- times. Furman scored two quick game for keeps at 22-41.
ing followed closely by Ron An- goals before the intermission and
dreo and Jack Veronee.
Harvey White leads a trio of
quarterbacks that should be
the best in the ACC—the other two vets being Lowndes
Shingler and Johnny Mac Goff.
Left halfback is manned by
Bill Mathis, a strong and experienced runner. Behind Bill
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'

spoken to Shample about attending Clemson.
As a result Dutch, an All-Stater
and a member of the All Western
Pennsylvania
Interscholastie
Basketball Team, passed up offers from North Carolina, N. C.
State, Pittsburgh, Michigan State
and other large colleges and signed a grant-in-aid at Clemson.
Although not a high scorer,
Shample makes up for it with
never ending desire and expert
ballhandling. Last year, Dutch
played in thirteen games scoring
58 points as a sophomore.
This year he has showed his
ability as a ballhandler when
the famous Furman backcourt
press failed to stop the stocky
six foot guard from moving the
ball into scoring position for the
Tigers.
When asked to comment about

Clemson Golf Team
Faces Tough Slate

The 1959 edition of the Clemson golf team, under the guidDuring Dutch's junior year at ance of Dr. Bob Moorman, will
McKeesport, he played an import- face its toughest slate in history
ant role in helping lead his team this spring—all with only two
lettermen returning.
to the state championship.
This was indeed an outstanding
Burnham XJhler and Mac
team for every member of that Long, both described by Coach
team is now playing college Moorman as having great pobasketball at such institutions as tentialities, are the lone reMaryland, Westminister, Witchi- turnees from last year's squad.
ta or Michigan State in addition
However, around fifteen or
to Clemson.
twenty others have indicated
Coach Maravich was no strang- their desire to come out for
er, when he called on Dutch dur- the team, and with Uhler and
ing one of his northern recruiting Long to form the nucleus,
trips' for while in high school, Coach Moorman will face the
Dutch had played three years task of moulding a team.
against a Maravich coached team.
The Bengal linksters will play
In addition to playing against a match with each of the seven
Maravich, Shample had also at- other ACC schools. In addition,
tended several basketball clinics they will meet Wofford twice,
conducted by Coach Maravich.
Georgia and Furman.
Dutch decided on Clemson when
Coach Moorman has said that
his high school coach informed any student, freshman or upperhim of Maravich's new position at classman, interested in playing
Clemson. Football players from on the golf team should contact
the McKeesport area had also him as soon as possible.

running all year in both crosi
country and indoor meets.
Dunkelburg ran the mile for th»
first time and came in second behind the SEC champ last week at
Alabama with a time reading of
4:20. John is expecting to run this
track event this year for the first
time.
John has run the 440 in 48 sec,
which is extremely fast, and 47.7
and 47.3 as a member of the relay
team. Last year here at Clemson
against USC he thrilled everyoni
as he took the baton some 30 yd*
behind speedy Buddy Mayfield and
by the end of the race was pushing
him across the finish line. He wai
second in point producing.
Bobby Ervin, another junior,
was third high in overall point getting last year. Bobby is a dash
man and this year will run the 100
and 220 yd dashes plus running in
the 440.
Also returning in the 220 and
440 is senior Walt TJhlig. Walt Is
a two sport man as he also plays
football.
Walt Tyler, a senior is the only
returning letterman in the mile
and two mile. Walt came in second
at the conference 2 mile run last
year and is expecting help from
sophomore Harold Merck and
Dunkelberg in the mile.

the Tigers chances in the Atlantic
Coast Conference tournament next
month, Dutch stat|d, "Any team
in the ACC is capable of defeating
any other team on a given night
and the Tigers are no exception to
this rule."
About next year, Dutch said,
"If we can get a big man to help
The leader in the field events
with the rebounding, we can play is senior javelin thrower Paul Snyball with any team in the conferder. Last year Paul lost only to
ence and the South."
Duke's Dave Sime in the conferShample, an Arts and Sciences
major, plans to do graduate work ence meet by a mere half foot. He
after leaving Clemson and coach has thrown the javelin better than
basketball, a field in which he will 220 feet and owns the state record.
be an authority.
The high jump department has
*•• ****** two outstanding returning lettermen in juniors Don Carver and
Bob Swofford. Both of them have
gone over the 6-1 mark. Don also
is a pole vaulter and plays basketball. .
Junior Doug Cline will be back
to throw the discus after having
come in fifth in the conference
meet. He is also the Tigers first
string fullback.
Not much help is expected from
last year's freshmen teams as they
failed to win a single meet. But
as usual this is not a true irdication of their potential and they
may turn into fine runners by the
beginning of the season.
The most outstanding frosh
prospect this year in Quincy Newman, a brother of Leon Newman
who graduated last year. Anyone
interested in trying out for the
freshmen team should report to
the track field any afternoon at 4.

Dutch Shample

£\efresh
without
filling

KODL KROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Esther WiliiamB' afterglow
7. Put on an act
13. The guys who
made it
14. Kind of gal
who makes it
the hard way
15. Guy who'll
make it in May
16. Put in front of
17. It'susuallyright
on top of you
18. Low kind
of heel
19. Guided
21. Letter for
crewmen?
23. It's human
26. Does she give
you your lumps?
29. River that
sounds like love
80. That drivel
you hand her
81. One way to
meet expenses
82. Face the
:
Kools are cooler
83. You and me,
kid
84. Middle of
a kiss
85. Kind of pot
or session
87. Tear jerker
40. Soldier boys
43. Rockefeller
hangout
45. Opposite of
de starboard
47. Get through
48. Real cool
49. Kind of walker
50. Assessment for
being a bad lad?

DOWN
1. Cummerbund

2. Half of pleasure
3. Fontanne's
youth
4. Friend from
Paris
6, Remember:
Kools are
fresh
6. "This Gun
For
"
7. Dance of
the 30's
8. Bottle hitters
9. It's not quite
ample
10. Specializing
in digs
11. Is there
somebody
T
12. Peroxided
20. Twitches
22. Hoop-motivated dances
23. Cheer-leader
talk
24. I love Latin
25. It's almost as
cool as a Kool
27. Sort of elope
28. This is the
thing
82. Big-date duds
85. Sayonara folks
86. Lighted,
Koolly
87.
you try
Kools, you'll
stay with 'em
88. Favorite
Russian word
at U.N.
89. They go around
with ends
40. Navy mascot
41. My foolish
friend
42. Hell of a river
44. Plural of 34
Across
46. Kind of pal

• As cool and clean as a hreath of fresh air*
• Finest leaf tobacco...mild refreshing menthol —
and the wrldfe most thoroughly tested filter!
• With every puff your mouth feels clean*
your throat refreshed!

Bailes-McCracken
Seneca, S. C.

refreshment

Qmericas Mosf 12fefehing QoprtSk
, ALSO REGULAR SIZE KOOL WITHOUT FILTERI
• 1949. Blown k Williamson Tobacco Corp.

(ffflUp-'"* ::■-■

Terry Bottling Co.

I.

Anderson—Greenwood

Campus Events

MS Dept. Begins Flight Program To
Determine Flying Aptitude Of Cadets
The Army ROTC has begun its student flight program for the second year, reports Lt. Col. W. W. Blackburn, who is coordinating the program for the Military
Science department.
The program, which includes 36 hours o f flight instruction and 35 hours of ground
instruction, has six cadets enrolled. They are: Furman Cullman, James L. Merchant,
Dexter Rickinbaker, William R. Hill, John D. Tucker and Anthony M. Vickers.

National Group
Offers College
Student Tours
This year the United States
National Student Association's
travel program offers budget
tours from S749 to $1043 for an
80 day trip through Europe for
college students.
The programs are arranged
for students with European
guides who are foreign university students familiar with
their country's art, history and
music.
Special interest tours, such as
the festivals of art and music, the
"Drive-it-Yourself" Volkswagen
tour and several educational trips
are also being offered by NSA's
Educational travel, Inc. Offered
for the second time is a trip to
Israel and Western Europe including Greece, Italy, France and
England.
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The ground instruction is held
for two hours on Monday and
Wednesday nights. These classes
are taught by Prof. I. A. Trively
of the Civil Engineering department. Subject matter consists
of such things as the theory of
flight, meteorology, navigation and
radio and flight safety.
The actual flight training of
the student pilots, according to
Lt. Col. Blackburn, takes place
at the Anderson airport. The MS
department has a contract with
Mr. Ben Johnson whose facilities
and instructors are used. Each
cadet is to average three hours
of flight instruction a week.
The colonel emphasized that
the purpose of the cadet program
is not to train the cadets as army
pilots. The program, he stated,
is designed as a means by which
the flying aptitude of the cadet
can be determined. This is in
turn used by the army in selecting trainees for further training
after commissioning.

Symphony Appears
In Concert Series

Russian Tour Available
Students wishing to visit Russia may do so through the program. The all-inclusive price of
The
Minneapolis
Symphony
the tour covering transportation, Orchestra will appear at Clemson
three meals daily, all sightseeing, Mar. 9, in conjunction with the
guides, clean and comfortable concert series.
lodging, ballet tickets and opera
The orchestra, directed by Antal
tickets is $1,100.
Dorati, has been on tour yearly
The program will enable since 1906, playing over 3,300 conAmerican students to make ex- certs throughout the world.
tensive tours of the country
The tour made last year covered
and also give them an oppor- 34,000 miles and extended from
tunity to get to know and un- Athens, Greece, to Bombay, India.
derstand the Russian students. It was made under the auspices of
For further information write the U. S. State Department.
The
Minneapolis
Symphony
to USNSA, Educational Travel,
Inc., Dept. N, 701 Seventh Ave., plays to 150,000 on tour, 70 conNew York 36, N. Y.

(Continued on Page 8)

Industrial Leader
To Visit Campus,
Deliver Address
Earl H. Kittred.se Jr.. executive
vice-president of Texize Chemical?
Inc
wiU visit the clemson campus
next week. He is generally recognized as one of the leading industrial figures in this area.
While at Clemson, Mr. Kittredge will present a talk on
marketing to a combined meeting of Society for Advancement
of Management and Industrial
Management Society.
Mr. Kittredge, born in Boston in
1919, joined Texize in 1950 as
executive vice president and as a
director.
He has attended Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts, Denver Business School in
Denver, and Harvard University
School of Business Administration
Advanced Management Pro
gram. He is now a resident of
Greenville.
W. Stan Finch, Director of
Texize's Sale Training Program,
and Howard K. Mclntyre, vicepresident of Henderson Advertising Agency Inc. which handles
advertising for Texize, will appear on the program with Mr.
Kittredge.
Mr. Finch will speak on sales
and sales training. Mr. Mclntyre
will speak on advertising.
The combined meeting of SAM
and IMS will be held Feb. 24 at
7 p.m. in Hardin Hall auditorium.

MrtM.i.HMMswb"* I** Announces Recently
op«» to upperdOTsn Engineer Revised Graduating Requirements

WSBF NEEDS HELP
Any sophomore or freshman interested in joining the Business
Staff of WSBF should see Bob
Clark in room C-620 or in the radio
station. An ability to type and
some knowledge of filing is necessary.

honoring Clemson's own coeds
being considered by the vestry.

MOVIE SHOWN AT BSU
The movie "The Mystery of
Three Clocks" was shown at last
Wednesday's meeting of BSU.
Members of BSU participated in
several activities last week. A
TO MEET THURSDAY
group went to Beres Baptist
Phi Eta Sigma will meet Thurs- Church and presented the evening
day in Meeting Room One at 6:30 worship service on Sunday. Anp.m. Election of officers for the other group went to Anderson and
forthcoming year will take place played Anderson College in basketat this time. President Bob Clark ball on Tuesday.
urges every member to attend this j
Several members attended the
extremely important meeting.
tanburg City Wide
j
j meeting of BSU and presented a
SPONSORING MIXER
program on "Dedicated VocaBeta Tau Sigma, Horry County tions" last Thursday.
Club, is sponsoring a mixer toA group will also attend the
night at 8 p.m. in the Food Indus- Southern
Baptist
Theological
tries Building Auditorium. Girls
Seminar for a Missions Conference.
from Anderson, Clemson, Erskine
The Freshman Council will adand Lander Colleges will be preminister the activities and prosentgram of next week's BSU meeting.
Admission is 45 cents. Everyone is invited, according to Gene SPONSORS RE WEEK WORK
Hudson, president.
Newman Club sponsored several
activities for the students during
BAIR BEGINS STUDIES
Dr. George E. Bair, Canterbury Religious Emphasis Week. Each
Club's faculty advisor, began the day mass was held in the morning
club's Lenten study of the Ten at the student chapel and retreat
Commandments. This was the was held at 6:15 p.m. at Newman
Hall.
first of a series of discussions on
Benediction followed the retreat
the Ten Commandments and their
conferences. The week's activibearing on present society.
Two Canterbury Club members, ties ended on Friday, a conference
D{ju
md ^ Johnson re_ led by Father Hagmaier concernOther
ported on their trip to the vir. ing his trip to Moscow.
ginia Theological Seminary in topics of the week were mainly
Alexandria, Virginia, and the con- dealing with marriage.
Newman delegation of twelve atference on the ministry held there.
The Lenten program was initia- tended the Atlanta convention, led
ted on Feb. 11, with celebration by president Ted Stecki. Ronnie
of the Eucharist according to the Parkes was elected regional diritual of the Armenian Orthodox rector for the state of South CaroChurch. This was followed by a lina.
All Newman members are urged
service led by the Reverend Stiles
B. Lines of Camden, who will be to be present at the meeting next
presented at the Holy Trinity week at 6:15 p.m.

ATLANTA, Ga. (IP)—Interim regulations to raise graduating averages, announced July 26,1957, have been revised by the Executive Committee at Georgia Institute
of Technology, according to a report by Dean Paul Weber. The new Interim Regulations are as follows:
I. The minimum graduating September 15, 1959, the satisaverage until September 15, factory general average shah be
1959, shall be 1.9 and after that 1.7 for students classified as
date, the graduating average freshmen and 1.9 for all other
undergraduate students. Effecshall be 2.0.
tive September 15, 1959, the new
II. A student unable to gradregulations shall be in effect for
uate under I. shall be permitted
to graduate provided (1) he had all students.
VI. A student enrolled prior
been scheduled to at least 150
hours prior to June 15, 1957, and
possesses a general average of
1.8 or (2) he had been scheduled
to at least 30 hours prior to June
15, 1957, and possesses a general
average of 1.9.
III. A student unable to gradThe YMCA Councils have
uate under either I or II shall
still be permitted to graduate elected their officers for the
provided he either possesses: (a) present semester.
Freshman Council: president,
A general average equal to or in
excess of the equivalent to a Bill King, Chemical Engineering
minimum average of L8 for"au|maJor from Clemson; vice-presi
hours scheduled prior to June dent> George Mims, Electrical
15, 1957, plus a minimum aver- Engineering major from Manage of 2.0 for all hours scheduled ning; secretary, Charlie Jones,
Ceramic Engineering major from
after June 15, 1957 or:
Blackville.
(b) A number of quality points
Also, treasurer, Bill Freeman,
equal to or in excess of 2.0 times
Industrial Management major
the number of hours passed
from Greenville; reporter, Billy
prior to June 15, 1957, plus 1.95 Carson, Animal Husbandry matimes the number of hours sche- jor from Summerton; and chapduled after June 15, 1957.
lain, Peter Gray, Chemical Engi-

Present Semester's Officers
Elected By YMCA Councils

neering major from Clemson.
Sophomore Council: president,
Phil Kennedy, Textile Science
major from Manning; vice-president, Bert Wood, Pre-Medicine
major from Cheraw; Secretary,
Joy Workman, Chemical* Engineering major from Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Also, treasurer, Malcolm McTeer, Electrical Engineering ma
V. From September 15, 1958, to | jor from Hartsville; reporter,

IV. A student enrolled prior
to June 15, 1957, who is unable to graduate under I, n, or
HI, may petition the Executive Committee to decide his
case under the old regulations.
Approval of such petition, will
not be automatic. In general,
regulations are working an injustice in his case.

Words To The Wise

Van Cliburns Album Of Tchaikovsky's First
Piano Concerto Rated Sixth-Best Selling LP

K.

j

tended publicity given this par
ticular recording.
Lest we fall into the habit of
negativism, we here make a recommendation. The Concerto No.
4 in D Minor for violin and orchestra, op. 31. Zino Francescatti
solo violinist with the Philadelphia Orchestra under the direction
of Eugene Ormandy.
It is in four movements, of
which the first is the more intricately expressive and the last is
the more technically brilliant.

obvious combination with some
fixations well calculated to give
the neo-Freudians a veritable
fieldday. Hardback or paper, by
Random House.
Number one on Billboard Hit
parade: "Stagger Lee. Number
two on the hillbilly, hit parade:
"Don't Take Your Guns to Town."

Mr. Francescatti is an excellent
technician and shows an equally
excellent grasp of the mood of the
piece, which is built around a
sometimes Slavic, sometimes martial series of themes. It was written, incidentally, by Henri Vieuxtemps, a Belgian, circa 1853.
Columbia, ML 5184.

A Clemson graduate, Lt. William R. Hunter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. T. Hunter of Rock Hill,
was awarded his silver navigator wings of the United States
Air Force in a recent ceremony
at Harlingen Air Force Base in
Harlingen, Tex.
Hunter completed a 30-week
course at Harlingen AF Base
preparing him for all-jet combat.
He has been assigned to an operational unit at Rhein-Main AF
Base in Germany.

BEAT IN VOGUE
Since the Beat Generation—
known to man and beast as the
Beard, Beret and Sandel Sethas come into vogue, there have
been a veritable plague of learned essays analyzing, defining,
and critiquing these our future
leaders.
Enough,
then, is
enough. Instead we recommend
their Bible, On The Road, by
Jack Kerourac.

Lt. W. R. Hunter
Awarded Wings

He is, in point of fact, their prophet, and none are more be-bearded, be-sandeled or be-beat than he.
A fascinating round of narcotics,
alcohol, sex, and nearly completely uninhibited behavior in an

1

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS)
AND FIND OUT!*

Do You Think for Yourself ?C

In buying a radio, would you be
influenced more by (A) low price, or
(B) product features despite a
slightly higher price?

If you were about to buy an automobile,
would you (A) study the road-test
reports in the magazines, or (B) select
the car that looks best to you?
When confronted with a menu with
lots of foreign terms, do you (A) ask
what is in each dish, or (B) accept the
waiter's recommendation?

Mitchell Provides
Material For New
Army Handbook

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

Thurston Webb, Ceramic Engineering major from Bishopville;
and chaplain, Wesley Murph,
Ceramic Engineering major from
Aiken.
Junior
Council:
president,
Dean Winesett, Architecture major from Marion; vice-president,
Joe Eaddy, Chemistry major
from Manning; secretary, Learry
Snipes, Agricultural Engineering
major from Clemson; treasurer,
Dick Connor, Pre-Medicine major from Lamar.
Also, reporter, Bobby Treadway, Industrial Engineering major from Columbia; and chaplain, Paul Martin, Electrical Engineering major from Charleston
Heights.
Senior Council: president, Tommy Bryce, Pre-Medicine major
from Florence;
vice-president,
Dwight Strawn, Chemical Engineering major from Ninety Six;
secretary, Frank Sutherland, Art*
and Sciences major from Abbeville; and chaplain, Charlie Toal,
Poultry major from Columbia.

Disc-O-Pction

Episcopal Church in Clemson
BUFF SPEAKS AT MEETING
throughout the Lenten season.
The Rev. L. H. Buff Jr., assisPlans for a duputation to Winthrop and one to the Erskine tant pastor of the Clemson Methocounterpart of Canterbury have dist Church, spoke at Wesley
been proposed. An annual dance Foundation meeting Wednesday
night.
A deputation from Wesleyan
By FRED HOOVER
Methodist College in Athens is
Tiger Feature Writer
scheduled to visit Clemson Mar.
The fact that the Van Cliburn
21-22. They will have the Sunday
School lesson on that Sunday recording of Tchaikovsky's First
morning.
Piano Concerto is rated the sixthbest selling LP recording, would
OPEN TO UPPER-CLASS MEN
ordinarily be a source of great
The
Society
of
American
Miliseveral other specialized jobs.
tary Engineers is open to engi- jubilation among those who have
These jobs are only available to
neers in the upper three classes an interest in the state of national
those students who are studying and advanced military students
musical tastes. But there is a
in the field or who have had prev- who are interested in furthering
peculiar set of circumstances surtheir engineering knowledge.
ious experience.
rounding this apparent popularity.
Activities of the society include
American Student Information the bi-monthly magazine, The POPULARITY HAS REASON
Service also announces that a Military Engineer, talks by proFirst, there is the aura of publimited number of places are fessional men in fields of engi- licity that became evident when
available aboard the less-expen- neering, special films and field Mr. Cliburn won the Music Festitrips. This year the Clemson
sive liners for students who wish
chapter has visited the Hartwell val Award in Moscow with his
to travel by ship. Round-trip Dam project and Lee Steam Plant rendition of the "First." Surely
tickets cost from S350-S400 dol- and plans to visit the Savannah it is difficult to believe that the
lars, depending upon the port of River Atomic plant.
concerto's current popularity is
Students may also be interested
debarkation in Europe. A 10rc
in the National Society of Ameri- due to any great awakening of
deposit is required to hold the can Engineers award, presented to musical tastes on the part of the
space.
only 20 military science or as sci- buying public.
ence students in the nation each
More likely a sort of herd inCharter flights are being aryear. For the past three years a
ranged for students and will cost Clemson student has received this j stinct combined with nationwide
I attempt to save face. The First
approximately 400 dollars, round- award.
j Piano Concerto has been written
Any student interested in jointrip... A $50 deposit is required to
for some fifty years; its sudden
hold a seat aboard one of the char- ing please contact Burt Pearson,
popularity tends to make one susB-914, or Clair Patterson, C-615.
ter flights.
picious.
Students who wish to take adHOLD OPEN MEETING
vantage of the facilities offered
A second point of interest is
by the Student American InformaThe Little Theater will hold an the fact that there have been a
tion Service must become members open meeting Thursday at 8 pjn. great many recordings of this
of the organization at a cost of $12. in the YMCA auditorium. Read- concerto prior to Mr. Cliburn's.
The membership is good for four ings for the last play of the season Some of them are—at least in
years regardless of class at the time will be held. This play is entitled the opinion of several very able
of joining.
"Life With Father" and is direct- critics—of a better grade, both
Students desiring further in- ed by R. E. Ware.
technically and aesthetically.
formation concerning summer jobs
Fifteen parts are open to all inSo we are led back to the conshould contact Mr. Hughes in the terested persons. Ages of the parts clusion first rendered; that the
Placement Office.
range from seven on up.
public bought because of the ex-

Aid And Placement Office Has
A nnounced Summer Jobs Open
Greg Hughes of the Placement most part, located on large, long- try in which he is working.
These jobs proved to be the most
Office has announced that the established manors.
popular among the students who
The advantage to the student
American Student Information
were working in Europe last sumService in Limburg/Lahn, Ger- who is working on such a manor
mer.
many, will again have jobs to offer is that he has the opportunity to
The technical jobs include electo American university students meet and associate with many
who wish to work in Europe next interesting people as well as to trical engineering, chemical enview the productive farming gineering, construction work, jobs
summer.
"The Placement Office has fold- methods of the European coun- in the iron steel industry, and
ers on hand at all times of jobs
available, and will talk with any
undergraduate or graduate student
who desires summer work," said
Mr. Hughes. He also stated that
college diploma; I have something
By BILL WEEKS
most summer job opportunities
Associate Student Chaplain
to offer You and the world. Him
come in after Christmas Holidays.
"It is a far, far better thing that —he has nothing to offer. What's
The American Student Infor- I do, than I have ever done; it is more—he is not a Christian; he
mation Service, founded last year a far, far better rest that I go to refuses to seek Your will. I know
as an experiment to see if Ameri- than I have ever known." Per- You do not mean for me to give
can university students would haps you will recognize these words my life for him!"
be interested In working during as the closing lines uttered by
God forgive us as Christians
the summer months in Europe, is Dicken's central character, Sidney when we reach the state that we
a non-profit organization whose Carton, in A Tale Of Two Cities. think we are too Christian or too
These words came from a man good to die for another. Is this
main purpose is to promote closer relations and understanding who was a drunkard, a man who not a love for self rather than a
between the future leaders of hated the world because it hated love for Christ? Is this not losing
Europe and America.
him, a man who had no purpose one's life by trying to save it?
to live for. As the story closes, we
God made man for fellowship;
Most of the jobs available are
on farms, in factories, on construc- see a Sidney Carton facing the if you were the only human being
tion projects, at resorts, with the death of the guillotine with peace in history, God would want your
forestry service. Farm, construc- in his soul.
fellowship. But sin broke this retion, and forestry jobs are availHerein was his peace—that he lation, and God made eternal
able to anyone who desires to
broaden his European travel ex- was sacrificing his life for one he death your penalty for sin. You
perience and these jobs always did not like in order that the only were doomed until Christ paid the
provide free room and board and a girl he ever loved might have this penalty for you with his life.
small amount of pocket money, man as her husband to make her
By surrendering to his love and
while the technical jobs are only
happy.
trusting
in Him man returns to
available to those students who
This brings to mind the word of his relation with God and finds
are qualified through past exJesus: "Greater love hath no man eternal life—both now and always.
perience or course of study.
Technical jobs pay approximate- than this—that a man lay down
If you would not give your life
ly 100 dollars a month. The wages his life for his friends." To all of for a non-Christian or an unequal,
and conditions of all the jobs are us as Christians I raise this questhink of whom Christ gave his life
the same as those of the people
with which the students are work- tion—would I really do that? for—not for good people, not for
Would I lay down my life for my friends!
ing.
friends?
Who is good? Who deserves by
Emphasis is given to the fact
Suppose such a situation really his own merits to be called a friend
that the farm jobs are, for the existed—a situation in which I
of God? He died for those who
might give my life that my best nailed him to the cross; he died
friend not die. Of course, few for twentieth-century man that
men are there who want to die crucifies Him each day by words
voluntarily.
and actions.
Yet, I believe that those who
Jesus did not want to die, He
really know Christ in a personal did not have to die; He could have
way would sacrifice their lives for lived longer and done much more
another—not willingly nor fear- tor others. But for our sakes He
Dr. J. H. Mitchell, Jr., head of lessly, but because their love for did die. If to die for a friend is
the Department of Food Techno- Christ excels the power of fear or love, how much greater love is it
to die for an enemy—for one not
logy at Clemson College, has con- the love for this life.
But would you give your life in the fold of God?
tributed a chapter on mechanisms
for someone who was not a ChrisA servant is not above his masof chemical changes induced in \ tian or for someone who was not ter. If you are to save your life,
the fatty constituents of foods by i on an equal status with you? you must lose it to Christ and
ionizing radiation to the newly j Would we not try to rationalize others. God may never ask you
published United States Army with God? "Look here, God! You I to lay down your actual body for
book, "Radiation Preservation of surely do not mean that I am to 1 another, but He asks you to be
give my life for him?
.
:::ng in heart to do so. God help
Foods."
Why, God, I'm about to get my us to be willing.
He also reviews research which
has been done with a view toward
controlling such changes.
FOR THE BEST
Ionizing radiations, he explains,
offer a means of sterilizing foods
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
without the use of heat, and stor* CLEMSON SPECIAL STEAKS
ing without refrigeration. Less
than sterilizing doses of radiation
• SEAFOOD
exert "a pasteurizing effect which
extends many fold the refrigerated i * COUNTRY HAM
shelfline of certain foods."
Dr. Mitchell wrote the article '
while chief of the chemistry and i
microbiology branch of the Food \
805 S. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
and Container Institute in Chica- i

to June 15, 1957, may petition the
Committee on Standing to consider his case in the light of the
old regulations. Approval of such
petition will not be automatic.
In general, it will be necessary
for the student to demonstrate
that the new regulations are
working an injustice in his case.

3. When invited to play an unfamiliar
game, do you (A) refuse to play until
you fully understand the rules, or (B)
pick up the rules as you go along?

**$&?

When invited to a party, do you (A)
accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no
matter who attends, or (B) try to learn
who will be there before accepting?

•D-D

=T

•□ ■□
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When deciding on what movie to see,
do you usually prefer films that (A)
are gay and diverting, or (B) have a
social message?

7. When you run into a foreign phrase in
a textbook, do you first (A) head for
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to dope out the meaning yourself?
When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news and editorial matter?

•D-D
9.

In choosing a filter cigarette,
(A) are you easily swayed by
bold claims, or (B) do you
think for yourself and stick
by your decision?

u

•□•D

•□•a
a-a

o

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.
*// you checked (A) on three out of tiie first
four questions, and (£) on four out of the last
five ... you really think for yourself!
C 1339, Bwnra* Williamson TaftaeceCoip.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows — FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
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Associateships Offered

Numeral Society Pledges Complete Initiation Today

Dr. Geo. M. Armstong
Retires After 35 Years
Dr. George M. Armstrong, professor of botany and bacteriology, has retired after 35 years'
service to the institution and
•tate.
A native of Barnwell and 1914
Clemson graduate, Dr. Armstrong was head of the division

Registration
Is Problem For
Fred V. Tweed
Our hero, Fred V. Tweed, III,
the perfect Clemson man, is still
communicating with the Tiger
from
International Collegiate
University where he is a graduate student at the present. Fred
also has been going through the
same torture as the Clemson students of signing up classes for
the semester. Fred's comments
follow.
"Here at I. C. U. the registration system is the same as Clemson's," Tweed reports. "One
trick that the administration uses
to break up large sections of a
popular professor and fill up sections of unpoplar professors is
very unusual.
"A fictious professor's name is
inserted in the master schedule
of the courses. Then rumor is
started that this "ghost" professor is great. No pop-quizzes, unlimited cuts, no book required
and multiple guess quizzes are
rumored as features of his
classes.
"When the poor defenseless
students report for class on the
first day, they are greeted by the
department head who directs
them to classes that have not
been filled. The students are
working on a counter-system,
but they have not as yet come
up with a solution to the problem," the experienced Tweed
writes.
Another interesting comment,
Fred notes, is the origin of the
favorite cheer up here. It is
comparable to Clemson's C-LE-M and cadence count. In its
infancy I. C. U. was a tiny rural
college with only one girls' dorm
and one boys' dorm. Since there

In The Collegiate

Sciences-National Research
Council Announces Program
The National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council has announced a program of Postdoctoral Resident Research Associateships to be offered for 1959-1960.

of boll weevil control at Florence
for four years, and head of the
department of botany and bacteriology for 27 years. He earned
graduate degrees at Wisconsin
and Washington of St. Louis.
Built Department To High Status
He came to Clemson when
there were only three full-time
teachers in the department and
no pathologist on the experiment
station staff.
He prides himself in the development of a departmental
staff "second to none" in the
School of Agriculture, with the
highest rerr-ntage of Ph. D's to
be found here.
When Dr. Armstrong inherited
the only department without an
extension specialist, he did the
job himself. His diligent efforts
are credited for getting the forestry curriculum on an acceptable basis.
Formerly Held Important
Positions
The retiring botanist formerly
served as chairman of southern
division, American Phytopathology Society; on the national war
committee, council and editorial
staff, ASP and as chairman of
Tobacco Workers Conference. He
was first chairman of Cotton
Disease Council and president of
South Carolina Academy of Science.
Dr. Armstrong was selected to
give the invitation paper at the
International Botanical Congress
in Stockholm, and assist in the
global organization of a conference on the problems of nomenclature for the fusaria, or wilt
diseases.
He is listed in Who's Who,
American Men of Science, Who's
Who in South and Southwest and
Who's Who in American Education.

The participating laboratories!
are the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder, Col. and Washington, D. C; the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory in White Oak, Silver
Spring, Md.; the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington, D. C;
the Navy Electronics Laboratory
in San Diego, Cal.; and the U. S.
Army Chemical Corps Biological
Warfare Laboratories in Fort Detrick, Frederick, Md.
ARDC ALSO PABTICIPATrNG
The Air Research and Development Command is also participating in this program at four Air
Force Installations.
Numeral Society of Clemson College completes initiation today
and tonight of 18 pledges, 16 of whom are pictured above. They
are (first row, left to right) Nat Whitlaw, Bobby Burns, George
Usry, Rick Ivester, Kemp Mooney, Lee Clyburn, Allen Wood,
Jim Bosley and Bobby Doyan; (second row) Aubrey McDonald,

Numeral Society Completing
Initiation Of New Members

sembled on the quadrangle each
morning at 6:30 a.m. in their burlap sacks and haye received various orders concerning "haze
week."

Pranks By College Men
Moke The World Lively Role Of Student

SEZZ PULLS CLASSIC
O'Grady Sezz, a witty character at Columbia, when
unable to hand in a term paper on schedule, pulled a classic. He attached a dozen blank pages to a title page reading "Schopenhauer's Hidden Motives." Just as he was
about to hand it to the professor, he suddenly tore the
paper to bits exclaiming, "I can't do it. It's not my best
work."
At Cornell, Hugh Troy, one of the greatest pranksters in collegiate annals, has become immortal to the Big
Red students. He was probably the first to employ the
street-digging scene.
During his spring vacation Troy showed up on
Fifth Avenue in New York and promptly went to
work. /Aided by a crew of men, pneumatic hammers,
picks, and shovels an enormous excavation was made
by nightfall. Then they walked calmly away.
Robert Hathaway, Yale '60, in disguise as one "Lamont
Dupont" and with an elaborate campaign was elected to
a freshman office at Harvard, in another classic prank.
Pranks can become dangerous if they get out of hand.
William Horace DeVere Cole, a student at Trinity College, Cambridge, was the British master of the practical
joke. A Sicilian, victim of one of his pranks, shot Cole
in the leg. Cole took it as a true wit commenting, "What
an absurdity, using a real gun. The fellow has no imagination."
COLE INVENTED TWINE GAG
Cole also invented the ball of twine gag. Unrolling
the twine Cole asked an unaware man to help him in an
engineering problem. Handing the man one end he quickly scurried around a corner and got another man to do
the same with the other end. Then he walked away and
watched the two men meet in the center.
As long as there are college men, this will be a lively
world.
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Assumed Again
By Army Major
Major L. E. Rutland, a member
of the Officer Corps, United States
Army and a former student at
Clemson College, has returned to
the campus in the role of a student.
The Major, native of Batesburg,
graduated from Batesburg—Leesville High School in 1936. He enrolled at Clemson in the fall of
1936 and entered the United States
Army, being commissioned as an
officer.
His Army assignments during
the past years have not allowed
him time to complete his studies
which would qualify him for consideration by the faculty of
Clemson College for a degree.
Following his graduation, Major
Rutland will continue his duties
as an officer in the United States
Army.
The family of Major Rutland is
residing in Clemson during his
time here.

Davidson College
Makes Plans For
New Honor Court
DAVIDSON, N. C. (IP)—Even
though the Honor Court is now an
official part of the student government system at Davidson College,
it will not be formally organized
until spring elections, it was disclosed here recently.
According to the new amendment to the by-laws, the 12 members will be elected following the
balloting for student body officers.

In accord, with a measure passed last fall, a faculty-Student
Council nomination procedure will
be used for the Court judges. After the spring formation, the Honor Court will relieve the council
of all judicial functions and conduct all future trials.
Members of the Court will serve
until their graduation and will not
be eligible for student body officers or for executive positions in
classes or larger campus organizations.
"Some students see the Honor
Court as a panacea for all evils,"
commented John Kuykendall,
student body president. "I don't
believe that is true, but given a
few years for development and
ramification, it will be more effective than what we have at the
present.
"The biggest immediate problem will be making a clear, defined break between judicial and
legislative matters, but that should
be only temporary. The council
will exert all action possible to
make the Honor Court workable
and practical in the very near future."
The establishment of an Honor Court here is a complete departure from the standards of
past years. Davidson's new system is more common nationally
to college campuses than the
idea of having one body handle
legislative and judicial problems.
A total of 584 students on this
campus favored the constitutional amendments while 93 opposed the new set-up in last
fall's vote.

$1.20
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Mrs. R. P. Poole, wife of the
late Clemson College president,
has accepted the position of counselor to students in the Office of
Student Affairs.
Dean of Student Affairs Walter
Cox said in announcing the appointment that Mrs. Poole will
work closely, particularly with
coeds, on social and cultural programs. Dean Cox stated that Mrs.
Poole will also be available for
counseling on personal problems.
Her duties will also include
student activities of the Student
Center and YMCA, and occasion-

ally as an official hostess for
visiting groups on campus.
She will serve as liaison between the United Daughters of the
Confederacy and the college in the
operation of Fort Hill as a historic shrine and tourist attraction.
The Office of Student Affairs is
concerned with a vast scope—personal counseling, orientation, discipline and all religious, recreational and social activities of the
college.
Mrs. Poole is the former Miss
Sara Margaret Bradley of Abbeville; she married Dr. Poole in
1922, and is the mother of five
children.

Celanese Corp. of America—ChEn, EE, IE, IM, ME
and Text.
The Trane Co.—ChEn, CE, EE and ME
Road Department of Florida—Civil Engineers

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
• Fountain Service
• Sandwiches
• Newsstand

Modern facilities are available
in specified areas of the biological,
physical, and mathematical sciences, and engineering. In addition to the above research in certain areas of psychology is available.

WEDNESDAY
Phillips Petroleum Co.—Chem, Engrs and Phys
Ralston Purina Co.—Af, Engrs and IM
Sperry Gyroscope Co.—EE and Phys
Potomac Electric Power Co.—EE and ME
THURSDAY
Shell Oil Co. & Chemical Corp.—Chem, Engrs and others
Ralston Purina Co.—Ag, IM and others
Duke Power Co.—ChEn, CE, EE and ME
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.—IE, IM and Text.,
FRIDAY
Shell Oil Co. & Chemical Corp.—Chem, Engrs and others
International Harvester Co.—Engrs and IM
West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.—Chem, ChEn, EE and ME
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.—IE, IM and Text.

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (IP)—An explanation of Syra-cuse University'!
regulations concerning possession
and operation of cars in the University area was made here recently by Dean of Men Carlton L.
Kratwohl.

packets, and these must be returned by all students before
registration is complete, Dean
Kratwohl explained.
Students who do not own and
will not operate a car in the university area must sign a statement
to this effect. General enforcement of the rule, which was passed
last spring by the Joint Student
Government legislature,, is through"
the Student Traffic Court, he explained.

Applicants must be citizens of
the United States. They also must
produce evidence of training in
one of the listed fields equivalent
to that represented by the Ph. D.
or Sc. D. degree and must have
demonstrated superior ability for
creative research.
BAN INCLUDES FAMILY CARS
The ban includes the use of
Remuneration for- these associateships is from $5985 to $7510 family cars for extended periods
a year, subject to income tax.
of time. Students who plan to use
a family car when the family is on
APPLICATIONS MUST BE
vacation must register the car.
FILED
Application materials may be This would not include, for exsecured by writing to the Fellow- ample, the car for a Saturday night
ship Office, National Academy of date.

THiNKLiSH
English: CANINE CASANOVA

English: ANGRY ALGEBRA TEACHER

Thinklish translation: This fellow reads
nothing but the phone book (numbers
only). The only music he likes is logarhythm—the only dessert he'll eat is pi.
When it comes to smoking, he's 100% for
Luckies. Enjoying the honest taste of fine
tobacco, he's a fairly agreeable fellow.
But the second he misplaces a decimal (or
his Luckies), his ire multiplies. Label him
mathematician... you've got his number!
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Thmktish: YEARNALiST
CAVID PAUL. MARYLAND

Thinklish; BUBBLf CATION
English: TALKATIVE ELEPHANT

Thinklish.- SWJMNASJUIH
ROBERT GOLDSBOROUGH.NORTHW
JOHN VISNAW. JR.. g
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MAKE *25

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Syracuse Dean
Announces New
Car Regulations

In addition, the ARDC is sponSophomores and freshmen may
soring a program of Postdoctoral
not own or operate a car here, the
University Research AssociateDean said, and city students livships tenable at twenty-one uniing within a mile of the center of
versities in the United States.
campus are also prohibited the,
The resident research asso- use of cars.
ciateships have been established
SPACE CAUSES PROBLEM
to provide young scientists of
"The problems of too many cars
unusual ability and promise an and not enough space has forced
opportunity for advanced train- us to take this action," he said.
ing in basic research in a var- An automobile registration slip
iety of fields.
has been issued with all IBM card

TUESDAY

Mrs. Robert F. Poole Accepts Position
As College Student Affairs Counselor

-TIGER TAVERN-

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

These associateships are tenable
at Air Force Cambridge Research
Center in Bedford, Mass.; Air
Force Missile Development Center
in Alamogordo, N. M.; Rome Air
Development Center in Rome, N.
Y.; and Wright Air Development
Center in Dayton, Ohio.

Eighteen Numeral Society pledges are completing finMONDAY
al initiation this week under the supervision of old members. Candidates for membership have worked for the Celanese corp. of America—IE, IM and Text.
society at least one semester to prove their interest and Babcock & Wilcox Co.—ChEn, IE and ME
capabilities.
Duquesne Light Co..—ChEn, EE and ME
Propective members have asJohnson Service Co.—EE and ME

Candidates are required to wear
the sacks at all times. Pledges
was no entertainment due to the have also been at the disposal of
lack of a town and the two dorms old members each day except
faced each other, this cheer was when it interfered with classes.
started. 'Pull down the shade for
Informal initiation will begin
I. C. U., Pull down the shade for
I. C. U., Another score for our tonight at sundown and will be
followed by the formal initiation.
side, Hey!"
"Up here at I. C. U. there is
The society held a meeting last
one part of the campus similar Tuesday and completed plans for
to New Orleans and like Bour- a dance to be held tomorrow night.
bon Street, the streets here are President Russ Campbell urged
named Scotch, Gin and Rye." all members to turn out for the
Great psychological effect Tweed affair which will be held in Anderreports to be surrounded in such son from 8 p.m. until midnight.
a manner.
Russ informed the club that a
report on the organization's first
Fashion
semester activities was due. The
report is submitted each semester
and will include such projects as
the Homecoming float, dance
weekend coat-check room and participation in Tigerama.

By RUSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Feature Writer
College men everywhere since the early days of the
founding of Oxford in merry old England or Harvard in
merry old New England have placed the practical joke
on a grand scale. In this week's column we depart from
the usual fashions for some classic examples of the collegiate-style prank.
Water battles, statues topped with chamber pots,
stink bombs, and signing up a horse in a course are standard pranks from the University of Paris to U. C. L. A.
However, some of the more sparkling spoofs are interesting examples of real wit.

Dave Jeter, Buddy Lewis, Bill Mathis, Jimmy Daniels, Jerry
Fuller and Clint Baker. Not present at the 6:30 a.m. session
Monday on the quadrangle were Bob Blease and Dick Neel.
(Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)

'
Sciences-National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.
W., Washington, D. C.
In order to be considered lor
awards for 1959-1960, applications
must be filed at the Fellowship
Office on or before January 19,
1959. Awards will be announced
about April 1, 1959, by the participating laboratories and research centers.
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Get the genuine article

Start talking our language—we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's
new words from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. Enclose name,

address, college and class.

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Product of </m tJpmi>ueam<J<waeeo-(x>nyxin&-- dovvuzeo- is our middle nave
t

Named As Slipstick Business Staff For Year

College Senior Platoon Attends
Annual New Orleans MardiGras
The Clemson College Senior
Platoon, under the leadership of
Bill Bruner, once again attended
*he Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
The drill team has been an annual fixture in New Orleans during the carnival season for several years according to Bruner.
He stated that the' platoon attended the affair as a unit in the
1930's for the first time.
The platoon, some 32 strong,
left Clemson Jan. 30 by bus.
While in New Orleans, they were
quartered at Camp Leroy Johnson which is some two miles
from the heart of the city according to Bruner.
Aside from drilling in the
parade of the "Krewe of Carollton," Bill reports that the
team also drilled at a ball which
was held by the "Krewe." It
was at this ball that the unit

Boners' Bag
Salaam to Professor James
Winter, English: Gray's "Allergy" occurred to him while he
was meditating in a country
cemetery.
John C. Calhoun was Secretary of State hi Herbert Hoover's cabinet.

plies have been installed, with 96
per cent of the machinery completed.
This includes four card frames
and four spinning frames, both
totaling 1,000 spindles, one drawing frame and one roving frame.
Installation will be followed, Mr.
Shanklin reported, by a "breaking in" process.
The lab will use the college's
opening and picking equipment,
already available to research in
the modern textile school plant.
The present organizational perMACHINERY COMPLETED
Machinery, equipment and sup- iod will be replaced by production

Dr. John McCormack Says;

BOOK
(Continued from Page 1)
the changes have occurred in methods of punishment. Gone are
the gallows, the whip, the pillory,
the stocks and the branding iron,
replaced by modern jails and
prisons—and the electric chair.
Included in the book are Dr.
Williams' description of the sources for his findings and his evaluation of them—primarily governmental reports and newspaper
articles heretofore untapped for
this purpose. The book, 191 pages,
is illustrated; the price is $5.
Is Native Of Virginia

Dr. Williams is a native of
Galax, Va. He received his B.A.
degree in 1940 at Emory & Henry
College at Emory, Va. and his
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at Emory
University in Atlanta.
He taught in the public schools
of Virginia from 1940-42 and
served overseas as an officer in
ficers or for executive positions in the United States Marine Corps
there are husband and wife from 1942-46. Dr. Williams was
teams on the faculty. Now, this appointed an instructor of history
Mister teaches Industrial Engi- at Clemson in Sept., 1947, and in
neering, and this Missus teaches 1957 was made Dean of the GraduMath.
ate School.
But Dr.
Dawson Sheldon
He also serves as professor of
doesn't yet know quite what was History and is married to the forin the mind of a freshman re- mer Margaret Pierce and they
questing a change in his mathe- have two daughters, Katherine and
matics instructor: "I would like Mary.
Mr. Dunkle for Math 103 because I know his method of
teaching it and can understand
it better from him." Mrs. Dun(Continued from Page 6)
kle is flattered.
certs in 50 cities and to 165,000 at
Drat it all. Bennett Cerf spot- home.
ted this definition first—CenTickets for the Clemson perfortaur: A man with a horse where mance are now on sale, priced at
his pants ought to be.
$2.00, in the President's office in
Tillman Hall. Students will be
Dr. Jack Williams latest book admitted on presentation of ID
will never redeem him at the cards.
Savannah River Plant, A.E.C.
He's marked there as the first
visitor ever to set off the contamination-alarm
bells and
(Continued from Page 3)
lights.
tural uses was done in the civil
It happened at the routine engineering department laboracheckout after a conducted tour, tories here. Work on block and
and shaken officials were ready pipe was carried out at the Sparto burn his clothes and give him tanburg plant.
the multiple Turkish bath treatAggregates used consisted of
ment.
crushed stone from the BlacksTurned out to be just his faith- burg quarry of Campbell Limeful old Marine Corps wristwatch stone Company, stone screenings
glowing a bit too actively; but from Campbell's Pacolet quarry
we bet not a book sells in Aiken. and Pacolet River sand.

Clemson Should Assume Role
Of Leadership In Metallurgy
Slipstick, college engineering magazine, has an- Dave Jeter; (second row) Rudy Jones, Charles
nounced its business staff for this and next Wilson and Irby Wright. Rudy is business
semester. They are (left to right, first row)
manager. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)
Paul Martin, Booty Roberts, Eay Sweeny and

Includes One Jonuary Graduate

Group Of 16 Receive All
A's For First Semester
Sixteen Clemson students received all A's during first semester, according to Regis
trar K. N. Vickery.
Included was one January graduate, Pete N. Marinos of Greenville, who received
his B.S. in Electrical Engineering.
Other repeaters include States
M. McCarter of York, a senior in
Agricultural Education, who has
all A's for the past six semesters;
John W. McGee of Timmonsville,
a junior in Chemical Engineering,
with all A's for the past four semesters.
A's FOR THREE SEMESTERS
Students who have made all A's
for the past three semesters are:
Martin M. Cooper Jr., Greenville
junior in Ceramic Engineering;
Vicki H. Smith, Pendleton sopho-

Year's Graduates Have
Ample Job Possibilities
,

, ,

.

"There should be ample job
opportunities for this year's
graduates," states D. C. Hughes,
Director of Student Aid and
Placement.

the same idea. According to Mr.
Hughes, the result will be the
overcrowding of the field, accompanied by a reduction in wages.
Moreover, the graduate is strandSalaries Vary
Salaries offered to last semes- ed in a field in which he comter's and June graduates seem to pletely lacks interest.
be ranging from $400 a month
Mr. Hughes notes that the
for the fairly well-qualified stu- placement office is not directdent to about $600 for the excep- ly concerned with hiring gradtional students, according to Mr. uates, but arranges for job inHughes.
terviews on campus. CompanHe emphasized the fact that ies considering Clemson stustarting salaries are determined dents for job offers often corto a great extent by the tech- respond with this office. In
nical ability and specialization this way he is able to deterin a certain field by a student. mine the general trends of
He attributes this to the fact that employment.
students who have specialized
can immediately step into a position, while those who have not
must be trained further in a
certain field.

CLEMSON THEATRE

Mr. Hughes suggests that
each student ask himself what
he really wants to be doing 20
years from now. He should
then make certain that his
curriculum is the most suitable
one offered.
The various curricula were
compared to automobiles by Mr.
Hughes. They serve to carry a
person to the desired position in
life. Often several different curricula may lead to the same
point; then the student must select that field which he will
most enjoy.
Wages Influence Students
Also, the popularity of various fields changes quickly. Many
o-tudents hear of high wage offers in certain jobs. Then, without regard to their interest in
the field, they blindly rush into
it with many other students with
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He is convinced after five
years with the Reynolds Metals
Co. that the South needs assistance in the metallurgical field
if it is to grow and prosper industrially.
Of all Southern
schools, only VPI and Georgia
Tech provide instruction "of any
significance" in metallurgy.
A rash of metallurgical indutries, mostly small but with
unbounded potential growth,
are moving into the South,
notes Dr. McCormack. These
must look to higher education
and research for "a pat on the
back and a kick in the tail to
keep going."

tree sophomore in Electrical Engineering; and Mrs. Elsie Sue L
Reel, Spartanburg senior in Arts
and Sciences.
Bobby R. Rowland.
Sandy
Springs
senior in Industrial
Management; Ronald L. Slice,
Columbia in Electrical EngineerThe lack of a non-profit reing; Sidney W. Stubbs Jr., Sumter senior in Architecture; and search organization in the state
Nancy G. Thornton Seneca-fresh- has impeded the growth of the
metallurgical industry in South
man in Arts and Sciences.
Carolina. Such facilities would
encourage greater government
aid for research and development.

C. A. Bishop Joins
Red Cross Staff
At present, South Carolina receives only $30,000 of a $5-milFor Field Work
lion government aid program.

Carl A, Bishop of Union has
joined the staff of the American
Sunday
Monday
National Red Cross as a first aid
Friday
Saturday
and water safety field represenSign On
Sign On
tative.
Early Show
Early Show
Sign Off
Sign Off
Mr. Bishop graduated from
Sign On
Clemson College in 1954. He then
Cavalcade
served as a lieutenant in the
Of Music
United States Army in 1955-57.
Allegro
He was district Scout execuDown To
tive, East Carolina Council, Boy
Earth
Sign On
Sign On
Scouts of America, in Kinston,
Twilight
Club 600
Club 600
N. C, having formerly held this
Time
Club 600
Club 600
News - Ann.
Twilight
News & Ann. position in the Blue Ridge CounSign On
Club 600
Sunday
Club 600
cil of Greenville. At Kinston he
Manhattan
Club 600
Music
Club 600
was also active in the Rotary
Bandstand
Turntable
Hall
Guest Star
Club.
Show
Ed Murrow
Sunday
Ed Murrow
To Be Ann. Turntable
Music
Project '60'
To Be Ann.
Show
Hall
Project '60'
Downbeat
Turntable
Moonlight
Downbeat
Moonlight
Swinging
Moonlight
Serenade
Serenade
Easy
Moonlight
Serenade
Swinging
Serenade
Serenade
Serenade
Sing Off
Late Show
Late Show
Late Show
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off
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Wednesday
Thursday
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Early Show Early Show
Early Show
Early Show
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign On
Sign On
Sign On
Sign On
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
News - Ann. News & Ann. News & Ann. News & Ann.
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
Club 600
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This has resulted in a mushrooming of the metallurgical industry in other Southern states
while South Carolina is being
overlooked, according to Dr. McCormack.
He advocates such a cooperative research group at Clemson. He is impressed with the
competence of Clemson personnel and the facilities and
talents at their command.
Dr. McCormack is now nearing
completion of a research paper
on automotive exhaust systems.
He has found both the interest

LAB WILL TEST FIBER
The testing laboratory, which
will test all phases of fiber, Is
scheduled for completion in midMarch as the "second step."
The "first step"—production—
processes raw cotton into yarn.
Eventually the pilot laboratory, In
full operation, will treat cotton
from the raw state to the finished
product.
Mr. Shanklin, a native of Clemson is on a special assignment that
he hopes may become permanent.
He said the complete cycle of cotton—field to fashions—can actually be achieved at Clemson, at
present, through cooperation of the
School of Textiles, which has weaving and finishing facilities.

SHANKLIN EXPERIENCED
Mr. Shanklin has been the only
"staff member prior to the adand facilities at Clemson to con
tinue work on iron carbides, im- dition of the local trainees thi*
portant microscopic constituents month. Heavily experienced in
fiber testing, he returned to Clemof steel.
son last fall from the USDA at
He was the first to produce Stoneville, Miss.
masses of iron carbides as large
He was formerly assigned here
as three inches in this research.
with the cotton spinning laboraDr. McCormack graduated tory.
from the University of ChicaThe pilot lab will be the only
go with a degree in geology
and then earned a degree in one of its kind. Clemson, because
chemical engineering at Ar- of existing facilities and expandmour Institute. He worked his ing research programs, was selectway through the University of ed by the USDA last year as the
Chicago by building racing cars much-sought after site.
in Indianapolis.
It will serve the entire cotton
His master's degree and doc- industry — textile mills, cotton
torate in metallurgical engineer- ginners, cotton producers and experiment stations.
ing were earned at Purdue.

Letters To The Editor

Clemson Coed States Her
Opinion Of Richardson Bill
Dear Editor,
I want to thank you and your
staff for the interest you have
taken in the coeds.
I am thinking particularly of
your issue of Feb. 13 in which
the article concerning Representative Richardson's bill was
written. Your editorial quite
aptly described what would result if this bill were passed.
Not only does Clemson have
courses unavailable at other
schools and requirements for
graduation that couldn't be
met at other schools, but there
is no other school in this state
I would care to attend. Winthrop would be my last choice

so they didn't lose me to Clemson.
I picked Clemson because I
wanted a co-educational college
smaller than Carolina with a
strong science and mathematics
department.
Clemson offered
this, and I know of eight girls
who pay $75 a month to get this.
Not all girls go to Clemson for
financial and transportation reasons. Some of us picked Clemson
for its academic offerings which
we use and hope to have open
for all girls who are interested
in receiving an education from
an accredited school.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Frost, '60

CELANESE INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS
For dates
and arrangements,
see your
Director

SUSAN HAYWARD
— In —

"I Want To
Live"
Cartoon

Sun., Mon., & Tue.
Feb. 22, 23 & 24

//

The Inn Of
The Sixth
Happiness"
Color

$3.98

February 20—February 27
600 On Your Dial

Dr. John McCormack, geologist, metallurgist and
chemical engineer, believes that Clemson must assume a
positive role of leadership in the field of metallurgy. Dr.
McCormack is professor of industrial engineering at
Clemson.

in March with completion of preparations for a processing unit.
This process will carry cotton
from the opening room through the
spinning and winding rooms to a
testing laboratory.

Placement
Thursday Thru Saturday
Feb. 19 Thru 21

COTTON
WASH TROUSERS

more in Arts and Sciences; and
James E. Youngblood Jr., Columbia sophomore in Arts and Sciences.
Other students with all A's are
Judith G. DeLoach, Clemson fresh
men in Arts and Sciences; Michael
!
H. Gray, Ware Shoals junior in
Chemical Engineering; and Mrs.
Ann S. Haskell, Clemson freshman
in Arts and Sciences.
Also Robert W. Hotinger Jr.,
Columbia freshman in Architecture; Thomas M. Osmer, Kings-

WSBF Program Schedule

SYMPHONY

CEMENT

United States Department Of Agriculture's Spindle
Laboratory Begins Production At Clemson In March
The United States Department
of Agriculture's new 1,000-spindle
spinning laboratory will begin
production at Clemson in midMarch, according to Henry Shanklin, field station leader for the
Marketing Research Division of
the Agricultural Marketing Service.
Mr. Shanklin said first personnel
reported Jan. 15 for training in
the facilities of the Clemson School
of Textiles.

was presented a plaque in recognition of their participation
in the "Krewe's" activities.
Bruner emphasized that the
trip was not all drill. He stated
the members had a great deal of
free time during the five day
trip and most of it was spent in
the French quarter visiting or
revisiting places like "Pat O'Brien's," the "300 Club" and the
"Jazz Ltd."
The platoon left New Orleans
Feb. 4 and returned to Clemson.
Capt J. C. Greene of the Army
ROTC cadre and faculty advisor
for the platoon also went on the
trip.
y^

An architectural student in
Professor Joe Young's charge
made a report that is never to
fall into the hands of Roger
Millikin. This budding Wright
referred to the well-known textile research center as the
"Dairy and Milk Company."

<(mi
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Wed., Thur., Fri. & Sat.
Feb. 25, 26, 27 & 28

"Auntie
Mame"
—Starring—
ROSALIND RUSSELL

Where chemistry means business
% ... there's more room to grow
In the past few years Celanese' wide ranging operations in chemicals and plastics, as well as in chemical
fibers, have broadened into new areas, and this forward looking, diversified company foresees an even
greater range of products, markets, and interests coming tomorrow from today's scientific research and
development, engineering and production skills.
You needn't be "slotted'' at Celanese. There's plenty
of room for you to grow—not only room and opportunity, but encouragement to grow. For only with
individual growth will this vigorous young company
be able to meet its great, diverse tasks of tomorrow.
Wherever your technical interests lie—in chemicals,
plastics, or textiles—there are opportunities for chemists, physicists, and engineers of all kinds—in research
and development, in manufacturing, in technical serv- >
ice, in marketing.
,NTERVIEW DATE

FEBRUARY 23, 1959
►'CORPORATION OF AMERICA

©1959 Liggett & Myem Tobtcco Company

"JEM is kindest to your tasted says James Arness. "There are two
good reasons why I know you'll like 'em. They're truly low in tar, with
more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."
LOW TAR: EM's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes L*M truly low in tar.
MORE TASTE: UM's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
exciting taste than any other cigarette.

LIVE MODERN... CHANGE TO MODERN M.

